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Sure, the boys who most advanced research and develop- is at the office of the Professor of Aero- 

go off the “pads” get the big, bold head- ment organizations, we have a continu- space Studies, if there is an Air Force 

lines. But if you want to fly, the big op- ing need for scientists and engineers, as ROTC unit on your campus. If not, con- 

portunities are still with the aircraft that well as administrators. tact the nearest Air Force recruiter for 

take off and land on several thousand Young college graduates (both men information on all Air Force officer op- ‘ 

feet of runway. and women) in these fields will find that portunities. Or mail the coupon below. 

Who needs pilots? TAC does. And they'll have the opportunity to do work oe 

MAC. And SAC that is both interesting and important. a . i 
, Ae : . | Officer Career Information | 

There’s a real future in Air Force fly- The fact is, nowhere will youhave greater | Box A, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148 | 

ing. In years to come aircraft may fly latitude or responsibility right > | | 

higher, faster, and farther than we dare from the start than on the f | oo | . 

dream today. But they'll be flying, with NK a J | SOME a | 
. , . . .. 1 Fie Class of 19 _ a _ 

men who've had Air Force flight training a eA l BS | | 

at the controls. ET Aas of i Address — a | 

Of course the Air Force also has ‘ ae | City __ State Zip - | 
be 

plenty of jobs for those who won't be Aerospace Team—the U.S. Air Force. 

flying. As one of the world’s largest and Interested? The place to find out more UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

: 
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— “kreatamorfess” 

Everything else does. ideas for new products, new applica- 
What's “kreatamorfess”? tions, new markets. | 

| It’s a name we cooked up for a tech- You’re encouraged to assert your 

nical man’s ability tocome up with new ‘“kreatamorfess.” 

ideas, to grow fast in fast-grow- Learn more about Du Pont. Send this coupon 

ing projects. picicenttenel Tr asubsetiption to the Doron maging, 
As a graduating technical E. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) | 

| man‘, you should look into the | Wimmeror been Sogos 
kind of career Du Pont offers. Please send me the Du Pont magazine. 

We're entering many fields, | ym |. 4 
other than chemistry, that are | cus was a 

| new to us: instrumentation, | coiese | 
metals, heat transfer and build- My address a tt 
ing products, to name a few. | civ State City | 
Your chance to get in on the W>>>WTTTrTr torn cncncnes 

| ground floor has never been better. *This year, our recruiters will be at your 
You grow with the project to which school looking mainly for: Ch.E., M.E., 

you’re assigned. |.E., E.E., C.E., chemistry, physics, and 
You’re encouraged to apply your mathematics graduates. Du Pont is an 

individual approach to problems...to | equal opportunity employer. 

Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry 
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Dr. C. A. Wentz, Project Development Engineer, International Department. 

4 

46 . . . . 

What led me, a research engineer, into international ’ ’ 

marketing? Interest, plus Phillips latitude. 

“| joined Phillips to do research and development. | “Phillips has given me the chance to ‘create myself.’ , 

had already looked at a great many other companies, | learn more and more every day about more and more 

both chemical and petroleum. | picked Phillips for its things. That’s what | like most about this company. 

research depth and diversity. | feel I’m becoming a more complete person. If | knew 

“But a person’s interests change. Mine led me from a student who was interested in any of our areas*; 

the lab to the semi-plant to process design to market __ that’s exactly what I'd tell him.” 

research to sales development . . . international. All at *To name a few: petroleum exploration and refining; hydro- , 

my own instigation. All in the five years since | got carbon research; synthetic rubber . .. carbon black. . . plastics 

my Ph.D. at Northwestern. and tentile oe ... fertilizers... packaging . . . LP-gas 

“| know people who've changed companies five or 17 anemenyoe® 
a. Be 5 3 an To learn more about Phillips, contact James P. Jones, 

six times in the same period, because their interests 

changed. That's the difference at Phillips Petroleum. pHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY puis 4 

Phillips offers the latitude, and allows you the free- 104 F. P. BLDG., BARTLESVILLE, OKLA. 74003 GB 

dom, to grow in the direction that suits you best. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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OF LLL 

] . ?° Every man with any job hunting experience knows not to ask that question. 
join And yet, we think it has some validity. After all, a man’s growth can 

' ‘ depend as much on the company he works for as the company’s growth 
th T k depends on the man (remember, there are no statues to committees). 

e m en So to invest in your growth, and ours, every young graduate engineer 

who joins the Timken Company spends up to four years in one of 22 in- 

Company dividualized training programs. 

Y Extensive training 

after Instruction takes place on the job and in the classroom. Later on there are 

executive development programs at leading universities. 

° But don’t misunderstand us. The Timken Company is not a graduate 

sraduation school. With us, you earn as you learn. 

) As one of our engineers, you'll learn much of what we know about tapered 
. what roller bearings, or fine alloy steel, and their infinite applications. Hopefully, 

you'll teach us something, too. 

° You can be an indoor-type working on straight application engineering, 

will they do research, testing and production. Or you can be an indoor-outdoor-type 

and work in sales engineering. It doesn’t matter—choice of assignment is 

up to you. 
, for me? prey Challenging assignments 

If you choose the latter group, you’ll work in automotive, industrial, and 

railway bearing sales—or steel sales—helping customers solve their engineering 

problems, which are also ours. 

Some of our recent efforts: bearing engineering for a telephone cable-laying 

ship now crossing the Pacific, the Alweg Monorail, the world’s tallest crane 

and biggest strip mining shovel, Craig Breedlove’s Spirit of America, a 

moveable grandstand for the new District of Columbia stadium. Steel prob- 

lem solving for Atlas missile silos, Project Mohole, the latest Kaman Heli- 

copters, a 400-foot crane boom and hundreds of automotive gear and die 

applications. 
We won’t forget you 

Advancement is not restricted to one department or division. A steel sales 

engineer may be transferred to automotive sales and from there to Inter- 

, national. Whatever your job, we’ll never forget where we’ve put you. This is 

one of the advantages of working for a company that is the world’s largest 

producer of tapered roller bearings and a foremost producer of seamless 

steel tubing, but is not the world’s /argest corporation. We employ about 

20,000. 
The Timken Company has three products: Bearings, Steel, Rock Bits. 

Uses for these products number in the growing thousands. And there is 

always something new stirring. 

The dramatic switch of the nation’s railroad freight cars to roller bearings, 

a field we pioneered, is an example. 

An international company 

There are 31 Timken Company sales offices in the United States and Canada. 
Practically every major city has one. 

We serve markets in 119 countries from 14 manufacturing plants located 

in Australia, Brazil, Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S. 

And we’re still growing strong. 

If you are, too, we'd like to hear from you. Write to Department MC for 

: Career booklet. 
An equal opportunity employer. 

re 
. ; a= . 

The Timken Roller Bearing Company |" Canton, Ohio 44706 
\ y j=} 
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l | | | 

| | C) | li Whatever career field 
you choose at PPG... 

you will find that your a 

individuality has full free- 
dom of expression. We 

need your particular brand 

of excellence . .. your ideas 

+ ++ your ambition. Achieve- 

ment at PPG can be as distinc- 

for engineers in sales, research Seunictemeet GEE iae REGIE ‘ 
. date on campus or write to: Man- 

and development, manufacturing, f cser, coaiege Relations, Pitsburgh 
. . Plate Glass Company, One Gateway 

e ng Ineerl ng an d othe r cha | leng - Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222. 

: . ® 
ing management careers in . 

Glass-Coatings-Chemicals-Fiber Glass with 

‘An equal opportunity employer G ‘ 
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the universe is your oyster at AC 
Today's challenge at AC—the universe! As a addition, you enjoy full General Motors all three AC locations for PhD’s, depending 
member of the AC team, you'll be in the van- benefits. upon concentration of study and area of 

guard of men working to advance the state of If you are completing your advanced degree interest. 
the art of guidance and navigation. You'll work in EE, ME, Math or Physics, we invite you to For further information, see your college 

in research, design and development on such | inquire about opportunities at any of our | placement office regarding a General Motors/ 
advanced projects as an avionics system for three locations: AC in MILWAUKEE—our AC on-campus interview, or write directly to 
supersonic aircraft, a guidance system for Main Research, Development and Manufac- Mr. R. W. Schroeder, Director of Scientific 
the Titan III space launch vehicle, guidance/ | turing Facility; AC in BOSTON — our | and Professional Employment, Dept. 5753, 
navigation systems for Apollo and advanced | Research and Development Laboratory spe- | General Motors Corporation, Milwaukee, 
fire control systems. cializing in Advanced Inertial Components Wisconsin 53201 

Step up to the challenge, and move up with and Avionics Navigation/Guidance Systems; 

AC. Your opportunities for growth and ad- AC in LOS ANGELES—our Research and 
vancement depend on your ability and Development Laboratory specializing in Ad- 

initiative. AC offers ‘‘in-plant’ courses cov- vanced Airborne Computers, and Ballistic 
ering both technical and management prepa- Missile and Space Booster Guidance/Navi- 
ration. A Tuition Plan pays your tuition costs | gation Systems. AG ELECTRONICS 
when you complete college-level courses. In PhD’s, please note: Positions are available in An Equal Opportunity Employer . 
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VOLUME 70, NUMBER 5 FEBRUARY 1966 

ARTICLES 

The Production Function in 
the Modern Newspaper .................... page 16 

Industrial Safety Programs ................... page 26 

The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded in 1896 

FEATURES 

Rambling with the Editor .................... page 13 

Science Highlights .......................... page 46 

Bottom of the Barrel ...............0..0..+... page 60 

a 

| THIS MONTH’S COVER 

Jim Lawton did the background work for our February 
Cover, while some unknown gremlin added the finishing 
touches. It’s all tied in with our lead article on the utiliza- 
tion of computers in the newspaper industry, starting on 

page 16. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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EE, ME, ChE, Physics and Chemistry Graduates: ' 

give you a chance to invent something? 

It could happen on your first job. 
Some very young engineers and scientists at appear, they don’t yet fully reveal the true technology 

Xerox helped our ‘‘old timers’’ invent the electro- Xerox is pursuing—graphic communications. 

mechanical-optical- chemical machine pictured above Born out of the global information explosion ; 
—the Xerox 2400. On its patent documents you'll find and its incredible potential for helping to solve man’s 
names like John Wirley (BSEE Univ. of Detroit '60), oldest problems (as well as his newest scientific rid- 
Henry P. Jankowski (BSEE Rensselaer Poly '62), and dles), graphic communications at Xerox encompasses 
Larry H. Warren (BSEE Clarkson ’63). They all joined the entire spectrum of communications in a graphic 
Xerox right after graduating. sense: the formulation, reception, transmission, re- 

The 2400 is no fluke. It’s just a recent example cording, storing, retrieving, processing, copying and 
of a tradition that began in 1959, when Xerox revo- presentation of any meaningful images. ‘ 
lutionized the office copying field by introducing the And if you don’t think all this has a habit of 
now world-famous 914 Copier. From the 914 onward, creating continuing opportunities to ‘‘invent some- 
every new piece of equipment or system we've devel- thing,’’ ask John, Henry, Larry...or some of your 
oped has had no real counterpart already on the scene own alumni who started their careers here...or your 
from any competitor. Placement Director. If you prefer, write directly to 

What about the future? It gets even more inter- Mr. Stephen G. Crawford, Xerox Corporation, P.O. 
esting. Because as advanced as today’s systems may Box 1540, Rochester, New York 14603. , 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

XEROX, 2400 AND 914 ARE TRADEMARKS OF XEROX CORPORATION 

Performance Note: The Xerox 2400 (illustrated) can produce copies on ordinary paper directly from an original document at the rate of 2,400 per hour. ' 

No “master” need be prepared first. An operator simply places the original on the machine, dials the number of copies wanted, and presses a button. 
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Where will you stand 10 years 
from today, when half of what you now 

know becomes obsolete? e 

Right now you're steeped in the latest we've found it's the best way for Your first opportunity with IBM starts 

technologies. But 10 years from now IBM to grow. with your placement officer. And with 

half is knowled ill be obsolete. i i 

ien'tevertavallable today: and technology. A dynamic company mae campus: 29 t ema jeorn 
. whose people and systems are at why you won't stand still at IBM. 

To keep up, you'll have to spend work on almost everything new in the For more information, or if 

an increasing amount of your time in world today. The discovery of new you missed our interviewers, write to: 
professional study. knowledge. The design of new Manager of Coll Relati 
That's Goth d fenyotet products. The development of new CenObMol ede ce Su0ns 

s another good reason for joining : h IBM Corporate Headquarters 
IBM. We offer you a broad choice of solutions to a host of problems. IBM A kk, New York 10504 
educational programs—from on-iob is an exciting company that enables FRO EDV EO 

training to graduate study programs fle to par technologically ae ‘a IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
supported by the company. throughout your career—and provides 

you with real opportunity for 
We want to help you grow because advancement. @ 
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TU RN O N TOM O RROW Feel like We offer the best combination of opportunity, responsibil- 

being one of the brains behind the coming gas turbine ity and individual treatment. International Harvester is a 

age ...or developing a new aircraft alloy... or finding 2-billion-dollar-plus annual business. We are the world’s 

out how to feed 4 billion people? Try your genius at Inter- largest producer of heavy-duty trucks, a major producer of ' 

national Harvester, where computers and research are as farm and construction equipment, an important steel man- 

familiar as tractors and trucks. We are a company that ufacturer, too. POWER and the people who provide it are 

supplies mechanical power to a world that is increasing our lifeblood. We need engineers—especially mechanical, 
its population by more than 60 million a year. Our horizons industrial, agricultural, metallurgical, general and civil 

are unlimited. But our immediate job is to attract young engineers. We probably need you. 

people who can match their strides with today’s onrushing Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a date to see an IH 
* - * " epresentative when he visits your campus. Or if interviews are not sched- . 

technology. We have CNQINEELNG OPENINGS in research and uled, write directly to the Supervisor of College Relations, International 
development, design and testing, manufacturing and sales. Harvester Company, 401 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

. 
International Harvester puts the future in your hands gy = 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Lod 
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Career on Your Mind? 

Think Future. Think Celanese. If you’re ambitious, flexible, | Financial Reward. We know of no other company better 

and imaginative—and if you're well trained in chemistry, able, or more disposed, to satisfy these needs. Working with 

chemical and mechanical engineering, physics, marketing Celanese, you'll have the chance to grow and broaden 
or accounting — you’re our man. quickly. 

Why Celanese? You'll be working for a company that's grow- Sound good? If you feel you can perform in our demanding 
ing fast—and “plans” to keep growing. 1964 sales rose — environment, it should. Discuss us with your faculty and 
more than 25% to over $700 million. Our future “planned” — Placement Office now, then plan to see our representative 
growth depends on our ability to attract top-notch people — when he is on your campus. Or write to: Matthew Park, Jr., 
who have the drive and desire to aim for that second billion. Supervisor of University Recruitment, Celanese Corporation 

What makes you tick? Responsibility. of America, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, 

Authority. Professional Recognition. i New York, 10036. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Kambling with the Editor 

| CLOUDS OVER CAMPUS 
Among the multitude of new construction projects on our rapidly 

expanding campus is a structure rising in the block bounded by Day- 
ton, Spring, Mills and Charter Streets—an addition to the main heat- 
ing plant. Completion of the project will double the heating capacity 

of the present plant. While we grant that the project is necessary, it 
is our hope that it will not be designed and operated in a manner 

similar to the present plant. 

All of us have walked through the region near Johnson and Mills 
on a quiet day and experienced a taste resembling soot and ashes. 
At times the three towering stacks send debris through the air over 
parts of the entire campus. Waste products from the combustion of 
literal mountains of coal gray the snow, cover cars with layers of dust, 
and make already dingy houses look dingier. The air looks, smells, 
and tastes like that of Gary, Indiana rather than Madison, Wisconsin. 

Why should an institution spending thousands of dollars annually 
studying the causes and prevention of polluted air and water at the 
same time endanger plant and animal life and reduce property values. 
More efficient traps, filters, and precipitators are available and should 
be installed in the present system. And the addition now under 
construction should be equipped with the finest anti-smog devices 

available. 

—R. J. Smit 

4 FRONTISPIECE (Opposite)—The sun’s rays glint off a Pioneer satellite. 
Photo courtesy TRW Systems 
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If one of these Koppers career opportunities doesn’t sound interesting to you: bs 

Koppers designs and builds steel plants, has led in the development of coke 

plants, basic oxygen furnaces and continuous casting machines. 

Koppers produces protective coatings for roofs and waterlines, waterproof 

plazas and airport runways 

Koppers makes chemicals for cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, synthetic fiber dyes, 

photographic solutions, and many other industries. 

Koppers makes foam plastic for packaging to cushion and protect tiny elec- A 

tronic parts and refrigerators, television sets and bowling balls. 

Koppers provides foam plastic, insulated panels for walls and roofs of refrig- 

erated facilities that cool everything from grape juice to pecans 

Koppers makes metal products—from sound traps for buildings to piston rings 

to heavy steel mill equipment. 

try one of these: ' 
Koppers laminates wood for structural arches and beams, providing a handsome 

and low-cost material for schools, warehouses, churches, commercial buildings. 

Koppers pressure-treats wood for building—to protect it against rot and ter- 

mites, and fire. 

Koppers controls industrial environments—cleans the air, reduces heating and 

air-conditioning sounds, suppresses aircraft noise, builds clean rooms. 

Koppers fabricates reinforced plastic parts—with great resistance to chemical 

attack and high strength-weight ratio—for pipe, chemical containers, structural 

components, hardware. 4 

Advance now. Join Koppers. We need chemists and chemical engineers, 

mechanical engineers, metallurgical engineers, electrical engineers, civil engineers. 

Write to the Personnel Manager, Koppers Company, Inc., Room 200, Koppers 

Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219. We’re an equal opportunity employer. 

4 

> Advance 
with 

WwW | 
. Koppers 
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Are you ready 
to test your 

engineering knowledge 

with practical problems - - -? 

Stretch your mind at John Deere. You'll work on practical solutions to the 

challenge of developing new machines, materials and manufacturing methods. 

Vigorous growth in agricultural and industrial markets, both in the U.S. and 

overseas, offers vast opportunities for John Deere engineers to test their 

ingenuity and develop their ideas. 

John Deere has a 128-year tradition of growth and leadership. To continue 

this record, we need college graduates interested in product design, 

research, materials analysis, industrial engineering, methods, plant engineering, 

and reliability engineering. You'll find job opportunities match college majors 

in most areas of mathematics, science and engineering. 

You'll work for one of America's 75 largest corporations . . . first in farm 

machinery sales in the U.S. Yet, you'll retain many advantages of a small 

company. Our long-time policy of decentralization encourages initiative, 

ability and leadership. As an engineer, you'll receive project responsibility as 

rapidly as you can earn it. 

For more information, check your college placement office . . . or write: 

Director, College and University Relations, 

Deere & Company, Moline, Illinois. JOHN DEERE Dae 

An equal opportunity employer. Moline, Ilinois 
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HE future of American 
T Newspapers is going to be de- 

termined to a large extent by ‘ 
their production methods. The 
technological developments being 
made in this field are striking in 
their scope, and their arrival on 
the newspaper scene is going to Th P d . F . 
change the whole of ie oo e€ ro uction unction 
production process, American ‘ 
newspapermen will have to be- . 
come aware of these developments h 
and their utilization capabilities or in t ce 
become as obsolete as their present 
composing room equipment. The 
time is now for management and Modern Newspaper ’ 
policy makers of this nation’s pa- 
pers to prepare for automation and 
its impact on the journalism scene, 

Production is going to be the key to 
success tomorrow! in . 

This article takes a look at the A Look at Computer Utilization 
present methods of computerized . 
production, the emerging systems, 

and finally the processes of the 
future. These systems are similar 
in one main respect—they all have By JOSEPH J. VALITCHKA 
the computer at their heart. 

The general objective of a com- 
puter-orientated production. sys- 
tem is to turn all copy and classi- 
fied ad material into “hard” type 

Se ae ee eee tion of many papers because of cooperatively together, the better 
typesetting: are fealized in both the economies of production as- for our profession. ; 
editorial ‘and production areas, sociated with automation, the im- Twenty-four newspapers in the 
From an editorial viewpoint, provement of one's editorial reach, United States are now utilizing . 
benefits are derived because with the quality of the product, and computer-directed type-setting. 
the new production speed availa- the role of the newspaper in our This is according to the American 
ble; ifiurd covertige can be given to society. The editor's firm should Newspaper Publisher's Association 
4 late bredkiig stovy tn the earliest also be able to offer more services Research Institute as of the Sep- 
possible edition: iow the produc- as a result of automation. tember 12, 1964 edition of “Editor 
tion angle, there is a savings in Modernization through automa- and Publisher . The breakdown ac- 
time and money utilized to com- tion will mean a better newspaper cording to computer system is: ' 
pose type. Computer set type also because_ with faster production POM, 1620 wg wscnie ve women os varie résult§ in an easiérto: read, better later news can be included in each Mergenthalet's Linasee ........ § 

spaced newspaper. day’s issue, These remarks and the Control Data. 8080 9. 
John Diebold, president of the following have been expressed by NCR S15 veces ieeetegeseeee 1 

Diebold Group systems planners, John Torinus, editor of the Apple- Intertype oe. escent eee 
has said that he feels the news- ton Post-Crescent. The automati- 24 : 
paper industry is one that will be cally produced paper will be Before delving j iis bedyat 
changed extensively by automa- better also because readability will Before delving into t he body o 

tion in the next decade. Along with be improved due to mechanical AS this report, the ‘whiter would) ike 
this fact he states that it is an in- curacy and a decrease in  typo- to convey sincere gratitude to Mr. 
dustry that least realizes it! He  8tphical errors. Warren G. Wheeler, Jr., General 
feels automation will be the salva- Research Director Bill Williams | Manager of the South enh Rielbe 

of the Oklahoma Publishing Com- “ne, South Bend, Indiana. Mr. 
pany has said, “Any newspaper Wheeler was most helpful in sup- 

which hopes to remain competitive Plying extensive material. 
Joseph Vatitchka wrote this informative had better get into this field, and 
article prior to graduating from UW. He the health of the industry as a THE TYPE SETTING PROCESS, EQUIP- 
was a Production Management student . ; 2 : MENT, AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 
and is currently an Ensign in the USNR. whole is at stake. All newspapers 
Joe’s home is Manitowoc, where his are involved whether they realize The equipment used in an auto- ) 
father is a newspaper editor. it or not, and the sooner we all mated _ typesetting process in its 

come to this realization and work general order of use follows: 
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7 : casters. The linecasters are geared 

1 to set the required type and column 
width. 

contest . 3. The buffer continuously scans the 

. . . tape perforators for an operator 

: J signal that a complete take is ready. 

/ — a | | o 4, It then selects the tape to be read. 

==—=—seSe o aw : 5. The information is then channeled 
| i qi into the computer by the buffer. 

/ ‘ty .. (See Fig. 3). 

| " Mi After copy has been put on un- 
justified, perforated tape, “read”, 
and then justified by the computer, 

ee the buffer, under computer guid- 
: fe ance, seeks out an available reper- 

| cis = forator at a waiting linecasting ma- 
a tps : chine. The computer will seek out 

Pr se ho ee a _ those linecasters geared to set the 

-eiiaemcnnieececeaccan CS SULIT. RE a oe required column width, type style, 

ee ae Bg ae Toad : . and size required for any given 

tet a availa le immediately on a line- 
CO SY aad casting machine, the buffer will 
et Aa al seek out a machine most nearly 

; ae iae ee meeting these needs. That is, the 

2 aan ie buffer directs the computer signal 

re 4 to the reperforator at the linecast- 

| a ing machine which is most nearly 
set up to meet the desired type 

Hisare: 1SHSGA SHSGRSS GEES WANN AlSMenk? BE ter t eis AE and column requirements. This 
a wn e main Ss 3 ot = : : . 

trol panel of the RCA 301 computes eauel&; the Backed tips catized be the con. will be a machine with at least the 
puter, and assembled linotype matrices and space-bands. (Courtesy RCA) proper type size and style. When 

the incompatible copy on tape 
from the reperforator is about to 
enter the selected machine, the 

1, Tape Perforator. operator signals the buffer that the — computer will halt the machine’s 
5 poe Reader. story or “take” is completed. typesetting operation so that  re- : 

. Buffer or Alloter. eo a ‘hi <5 Gan be made 

4. Computer. Tape Reader quired set up changes can be made 

5. Reperforator. manually. The computer will in- 
6. Linecasting Machines. The Teletype Corporation CX — dicate the changes to be made. 

The discussion of the computer- Paper Tape Reader accepts the The economic advantages of hav- 

. aileememeeain take from the perforator through ing the computer select the ma- 
ized system in this section refers for the medium of the buffer and re- chine with the least set-up require- 

the most - = eee oe. lays the information received into ments is obvious. 
em in use at the Sou nd Trib- 5‘ op i . 

une, South Bend, Indiana. The sys- ne Meee es oh fhe The link-up between the buffer 

tem: is the first of its kind in the through the medi } . b ee and computer forms a completely 
moe ° gh the medium of the butter. automatic and extremely rapid 

world. The tape reader transforms the transformation of copy to tape. The 

Tape Perforator tape Perforation pattern Info elec- combination allows the Tribune 
P tronic impulses at the rate of 110 system to set between 4050 and 

The Fairchild Paper Tape Per- characters per second. 4350 lines of nine point, 11 pica 

forator is a typewriter-like ma- type per hour. The capability of 
; ‘ ‘ Buffer 

chine which punches a continuous . . ; the system is such that 20 line- 

strip of six-channel paper tape, as The South Bend Tribune uses casters could be utilized to produce 

shown in Fig, 2. In the Tribune’s 28% IBM 1906 Model II Buffer up to 12,000 lines per hour. Twenty 

system there is an uninterrupted which: Teletype Setting Perforators could 

flow of information from the tape 1. Channels perforated tape from the also be included in this expansion. 
perforators to the linecasting ma- Tribune’s Fairchild Paper Tape 

5 . safes base ‘ Perforators into the computer. The Alloter 

chines. The perforator operators tape perforation pattern represents 

receive fully edited news and clas- unhyphenated, unjustified copy. The Appleton Post-Crescent is 

sified ad copy and reproduce this 2. The buffer will also feed hyphen- contemplating the addition of an 

copy on perforated, unjustified ated, justified lines of copy in the — Alloter System to their automated 

tape. The tape is stored between form of electronic:mpulses to Tele- typesetting method. This equip- 
ype Reperforators which then . 

the perforator and the Teletype feed directly into each of the Trib- ment will route tape from the per- 

Corporation CX Reader unti] the une’s six Intertype Monarch Line- _ forators through the computer and 
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chines most needing a py ...d istic ‘e.r.ttrisiC;:;i‘CCOC‘i‘OS’N:C(iC‘ CC 

functions in much the same capac- \ ig e ~~ i. 
ity as the IBM 1906 Model IT Buf- || AMM | 

Tribune. Va - | S » * . °°} }»}§ 7 

The IBM 1620 is a fully transis. = PMP . ——— tsi‘ il : 
torized, desk-sized computer pos- '/. f r - . | ee 
sessing many of the operating cap- : y it \ a a»: a ff 
abilities of much larger units. It p\ ee 3 JL —<—.._ 3 
prepares justified and hyphenated age ™ hes tee 
tape at an average rate of 10- 7% tis 
12,000 lines per hour. The tape is “Fh _.. | . . = 
the perforated representation of fi Fis Nl “ 
editorial and classified ad copy. - YY ay 

The RCA 301 Computer pro- a 6 ee | 
duces justified paper tape for type- 4 CC a ee - : = j OE 
setting at 300 characters per sec- le a 
ond. This performance is sufficient -_ : | | ee ) = 
to keep 60 typesetting machines ..————.._—(:«sCn, a aa. 
operating continuously around-the- : A . Jar ee 
clock. The computer justification a a cz | ae 
process can handle over ten news- ; > a G > A i ye : 
paper lines per second; this is gs Ul lc le _. 
equivilent to 36,000 lines an hour M — 
or thirty pages! Figure 2.—TAPE PERFORATOR—First step in the Tribune’s fully automatic high- 

The IBM. 1620 Computer ace grees soroputer typesetting qeeration : the baal ran of reporters’ edited copy to 

complishes the hyphenation task ape by perforator operators. (Courtesy South Bend Tribune) 
by first avoiding past errors and 

then proceeding on to divide divided at the end of a line, that that there are computers that can 
words correctly. This is how the word is displayed on a small tele- do the job automatically but men- 
computer functions: vision screen to a human monitor tioned that his company’s research 

1. When an end of line word must outside. Below the word displayed has indicated only a 75% to 90% ) 
be divided, the cee first he on the screen are a row of buttons, accuracy level for this type of et tae Wh Ge hetween ‘each leter ‘The word division, The automatic proe 
used words which the computer has monitor divides the word by press- ess is accomplished through a logic 
been known to hyphenate incor- ing the button which is between system programmed into the 

Sommuicc coo ga fe hpheene.” He ust Ewes syllables, The game SAME. He aaded. tet the ac: 
2: The Sonisiter determines the num- puter inserts a hyphen at this point rhe eee ne * ° 7 . autgmane “He her of syllables and vowel count and goes on with its justification tem can increase depending on the 

of the word being divided. The work. This method tends to indi- | ™Oney spent on the computer. 
machine then scans a special hy- cate that a monitor must. con- At the Oklahoma Publishing 

ith eau ae any sey the weg stem, Company che compote has been 
the present time 95% of the words however Editor John Torinus says programmed so as to deliberately 
being divided in this manner are that all the tape punched by the try to assemble one word too many 
done so correctly. This level of tape perforators in a fifteen minute into the 11 pica column of all its 

ROCHTALCy: can possibly be increased period can be fed through the papers. This packs more news into 
a ee ee ae Tribune con- computer in several minutes. the already narrow columns. Here 

Therefore one printer can monitor is what the system does: 
The Appleton Post-Crescent em- both the computer and_ several 1. Tries to justify the extra word into 

ploys a Linasee Computer de- linecasting machines. the line by first attempting word 
signed by the Compugraphic Com- Torinus states that his paper ex- 5 ie hie a. re we : 3 3 2: this fails then letter spacing as a ' pany in its automated typesetting pects 100% accuracy with this second preference is tried. 
system. When a word must be — method of hyphenation. He admits 3. Hyphenation is the third choice if 
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eithe: f » firs 5 ee Die Bi Nie neither of the first two methods Ls ——— 

4. Only after steps one, two, and three [ LL 
fail is the extra word moved di Le = | ; 
to the next line. om Pe | oF a | 

Th: CC — | 
This same computer can handle 7 Lets 7 . | : | ; 
setae 4 : . ee ee C—O ; 

editing instructions which are put | 8 a oe if a 
onto the input tape. These instruc- 1 4 & oF Nee |. 
tions will tell the computer: | ee “Ne : 1 i 

= i= | + jF 
1. When to indent, from one to nine i se q i x oO? 

spaces. | = : ‘ . i &: 2, When to quad lef — «=i (itkirw””lCtCdiRK ll 2. hen to quad left, quad right, or _ ee -s ee | us, 

3. When to set a single word or an ; i. ., .... Te ». 
entire paragraph in boldface. 4 fo _ — < “\* 

4. To indicate the end of a take, or a |- Co  -—-lDlUlUS yh 
tape, and type out the traditional o\\" ee a es en 8 
“30”—end line. nel Oe oe * a . ' ih 

5. To specity the type line as to width, oe es iy 
type size, or font. Lines within the ee \ j w 
same take can be set by the com- ———— ~ xB 

around illustration cut, or for box lt C—~— EERUREEGD HEE OHEELED 4 
scores, or tabular matter. =SS=SS==2 = oe: - eaves A. t abe OS i 

Scie mou omen seer oes mn ome amen eae eae ee 
Si tS See oer , 

The Teletype Corporation BRPE = S22 HSS Soes - 4 
Paper Tape Reperforators receive 2S S SSS 1 
electronic impulses designating — : gas 1 
hyphenated, justified copy from ss pee ee ] 
the computer via the buffer. The =e | 
reperforator then punches. six- a .rti“(—i*~—~—~—~—OOO meee A 

ated, justified copy at a rate of  . a  F-, i @s 
110 characters per second, The re- a 

perforators are attached directly to Figure 3.—BUFFER—South Bend Tribune composing room Superintendent Carl 
the linecasters and the tape feeds Wallace: let ane Rober. x Foland: IBM systems engineer, check the accuracy of 
into these male mmei i « proofs produce y the Tribune’s fully automatic computer typesetting system. 

The ti ne fae cay The Buffer is an IBM 1906 Model II. (Courtesy South Bend Tribune) 
e time lapse in transmitting a 

single character from the tape per- 
forator to the reperforator is abou ion characters per second, but is inecastin: jachines forator to the reperforat bout — | haracters yp 1, but L ting Mach 
five to six milliseconds. The com- limited by the speed of the reper- The Tribune uses six Harris In- 
puter is capable of scanning infor- forator which is 110 characters per tertype Corporation Monarch 
mation at a rate of about one mil- second. Linecasting Machines, each of 

when operating at peak perform- I perating at peak perf 
4 4 RI gem a SER ere seins ance can produce from 675 to 725 

au a has =| hg lines of nine-point, ll-pica type 
aa as 4 re a. Lae 7a . i per hour. Copy to be printed in 

|. | ~~... ™ eo eo OU or uncommon type size an y Oar an Le Joo oe odd o ‘0 on tyy d 
Pee . A 1 os ee 46 | 8 aay oe 2 at bh ay ‘alr! yl | , style and column width is set early 

e ; oe oa oe EB de | oy in the day. Classified agate, odd 
‘ : aes 4 i ae eu 66 wi editorials, and features are a oa RS dth editorial. 1 feat 
4 : ass i: : aa oF : 

ed : | 3 - eet qus set all at once and earlier so | fe | Ae =. thus set all at 1 earl 
es te / | ere. _ that later in the day copy flow from 

i ee. ce << oo the reperforators will be geared to 
: ae a UCU rt . ay ‘ 

: : lee | YS XL = copy setting capability of the ma- 
: + / = 1 rT ~ chines. The later copy is usually 

ya oe iris set in nine point, 11 picas wide 
LP a Ae Ho —t™~téi‘— WE news type. This planning makes 
££ i. 1 he 5 P : 
ee ;  . =. >». resetting of the linecasting ma- ee oe i, » : : ; 

MTG _—. chines during the deadline period 
a rr er «i 
ref e a -— + : a rather rare occurrence. 

ie |. 7 - OTHER USES FOR THE ee Cen: eS ERE REE : COMPUTER SYSTEM 
Figure 4.—COMPUTER—Shown at left is the IBM 1620 Computer. In the com- Toeere. . 

posing room are the Intertype Monarch Linecasters, at the right is the IBM Model II The RCA 301 Newspaper Sys- 
Buffer. (Courtesy South Bend Tribune tem has been programmed to do prog 
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the justification of editorial copy Production of Ad Scheduling by classification and frequency for 
and classified “straight matter”. To simplify advertising detail sales guidance. 

Once installed within a newspaper dil 5. Classified ads can be set, tabu- 
1: he 301 System, ‘besides: c and scheduling, the computer pro- lated, inserted, and billed auto- f 

plant the 301 System, besides cut- duces an ad manifest, listing by matically. 
ting costs in the composing room size the insertions for each section 

and speeding typesetting can be of the paper. The resulting bene- Processing of Circulation 

further utilized to do: fits are: The computer can be used for 
1. General accounting work including 1. .Axpresentationol space breakdowns major circulation paperwork oper- 

3 payroll. ‘ aye and totals to determine the number ations. It will: 2. Subscription fulfillment, billing, E.geRtions BHd pAHEs sed ' 
and analysis. a sections anc ; pages needed. 1. Maintain mailing lists. 

3. Advertising scheduling. 2. Speeds dummying. Large ads can 2. Produce address and bundling la- 
. be placed first. bels, print hundreds of different 

The 301 can be integrated into ex- 3. nf copy, type faces, eae Hun addresses continuously. 

isting communication systems to ors oe Are ‘compact v) SIOEES (08 3. Calculate the time of press run 
extend these sestov vntire chai magnetic tape, saving space anc in advance: 

pa eat USesetoavn erlsine ena reducing dispatch errors. 4, Analyze subscriber and non-sub- 
of newspapers. 4. Media records can be developed seriber lists and records: for edi ‘ 

torial, publisher, and circulation 
guidance. 

‘ ‘ 3 iy tli me Ce oe ee Management and Accounting 

yee td A, co a. T The RCA 301 Computer can be 

ge . — USING COMPU Li 8 utilized to do billing, accounts pav- 
oe. Bee es 

ms Ss — «7 pee able, accounts receivable, payroll 

é Sd payroll taxes, general ledger, bal- 
j ABSTRACTS: cts samc sheets, and desired ane 

‘ see a ‘oe : eports for management analysis. COLUMNIST Be =| pons for manag er 
Le : _ SUMMARIES yy ~~ Programming in this area is simpli- 

: wasse | fa 2 fied and speeded by use of RCA 

: a | iy 301 COBOL for plain English pro- 
Bee Ae 8 a* Loe oe gramming in business terms. 

aa 5 ee  Stonig These functions the computer 
a : . #2eGe os ee a — 5 I 

ie | an i ~~) |. ea will perform as well as its produc- 
iinge : Rig vane punen ee oF ae ff a tion function. In this way the in- 

apres. ) J wow SD LOCO | stallation of the automation system 

ees § \ cy — ye FE eS ean be truly made to pay for itself 

“TAPE FRO oT TAPE READER er ry As as production, circulation, account 

a+ .b - tae we eR ing, and management control all 
pi ; : Wee i Pe a can gain efficiency, save time, and 

a ’ OE. Pa ee , 
: Boe 2S SPEED | eee Sh tstéi‘iésSCS reduced costs from the same 

Se Jf 7 LC es EK, 
Vee} c | an ee. SS af ADVANTAGES OF COMPUTER 

z oO? OP oe eae i PRODUCTION 
sme | HORT CF a 

ee LT demded te Ne Makeup 

- Ad i oe EON Ey Electronic typesetting is particu- 
OM ry Eines] “INSTRUCTIONS =< 4 larly efficient for box scores, sports 

ae ag em a —es stables, racing results, and_ stock 
we ae oe of ae Fei cecemee = —SC—*~<C—«warrkcett' reports. The’ computer’ ac- 

as Pe Ae ml pt fe nt eee : 
ee pt wd Pa ee commodates any column width, 

Ss Se AS Tues © a be ae » . 

ead 0 “me type font size, bold or light face, 

: te i He ee a ee ae oe age me ee ke and indentations in its setup 
oe pale ee lr P 

ee I ee process. There are fewer typo- 

| EIS ail ot age Oe ee eee §=s graphical errors. The computer 
Me Bey p * le tt < i 
fe a Lie ice: Bo does not allow loose or tight lines. 
fuse: eS eae Oo Be ee : f 
Cee i. a The justification by computer elim- 

a es Rising a s ee inates one full retyping of copy, 

Sr 4 pee Oe ee ee thereby lessening possible errors. 
fe er errs" 

ee Production 
oe ee, MEO rrr 

oh a Se IM dag ee lLlcmrrrt— Storage space needed for galleys ee oe MR  —“—i—eee—s—S . Se spac y 
Vue wee | hr—”—C Cin the composing room is lessened 
PO ace, ANI es AA ee because time copy is stored on : 

Figure 5.—Computerized Production Process used today. magnetic tape. Later deadlines are 
(Courtesy Editor and Publisher) possible to set and meet because 
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of faster tape preparation, type Es a wee la a Ce 

justification, and linecaster opera- Sf, A ai be = ae ee 
i inati, 5 oe Co fe os > eu : 

tion. Communications transmission iho LE \ a - 

of justified news and time copy to af nd Lae ie = — 

other plants and papers is facili- 4 Cl OF 
tated. Simultaneous printing and € ae ra a inl “ oo 
perforating of justified — straight : ca ; ia 

on <_ i 

matter permits proofreading at au + | . 
computer sight, speeds type to oo) “a 7 al a. 

> ‘i : 4] " ; 4 eo 
make-up men, and shrinks time lag sail Le ve) a Ta Oe 

ae : eel Ls Ga 
for corrections. This is invaluable at : ; vas 7 P 6 : : i - ae os ee / fie deadline time. ee a im 

‘ tie a fe ca Re 
o . 2 a » uae Ne . es .% 

Personnel falas a a j Sas Wie ae 

Paper tape perforators are easily Figure 6.—Los Angeles Times Layout—This compact RCA 301 System includes 
trained; no skill in line justification (clockwise, from ae the computer; a monitor printer to tell the system operator 
. n . what’s going on in the computer. 
is needed. Typeset production somes » 

doubles the national average rate 
or paper tape justifying arfo- ‘, # C 

ior a tape justifying perfo COSTS AND SAVINGS vary in size from twelve pages on 
ralors.. hequirements:tor machinists Techy Saturday afternoon to 70-80 dur- 
and monitors are lessened due to At the Oklahoma Publishing ins the week and 100-150 pages 
less linecaster down-time because Company expense was heavy in . Ss 5 Ei oe Lie 

c, tn ' Ak initiating the operation of the com on Sundays. Eight Comet Line- 
¥ sr AOCOTTAC i ine li ei el - : of computer accuracy in line width - & oe casters are fed tape by the com- 

leterminati puterized type system. But  be- Se le 
determination. “a . puter at a “forced” faster-than- 

cause the pioneering computer “ated speed of 12 lines i 
. programming work has been done, a ie ° | 2 Nee: a ho 

Equipment other companies can now start out Elektr, ag ne mes 78 new ype 
‘ : : Elektr averaging 1 ‘sper 

Because of automation, many with considerably lower start-up vadnute. “Che anere are Behind 
advantages also accrue in the costs. Oklahoma Publishing Com- that the ai of 1 eaters 

equipment area. Following are — Pany executives urge Gre? patties: " a line fas bee wrnand about 
some of the major ones: sional newspaper and_ publishing ni “ : oS 
; @ aJOPONEes: ; 20% because of computer  con- 

groups to pool their research ef- trolled. “stieati rd hvpl 
iBASt ohne ite. 2 : ‘ . . a stifica a yphena- 1. Linecasting machines operate at forts; that is share their experience TOREG: JUSU cation a YI u 

peak cfficiency and speed. There a aye ee eee tion. Increased readability and ap- 
is no pause for tape feed, rub outs. in ‘computer utilization research to Yr Its. Th ‘ti me pre s E a . , ‘ ‘ : sarance are results. The time pre- 
or waiting for transmission of re- cut costs. Along this same line of rons ee nited to vunch L se 
perforated tape; fewer machines thought, because both of RCA’s mall on litori ' 1 lacy 
are needed because of increased automated type setting systems Hea y for editoria ane classi- 

output of existing hardware. have been “tested at the Los fied copy has been cut in half. ave % a Los 
2 7 . siste . Y Sa eee D 71 a © pede ¢ ¥ 

ete ats We sabes Angeles Times and at Perry Pub-  Tavout wil be speeded and’ cont 
aie on lineeastay mats, space lications, Inc., Palm Beach Post- need napabiliti as i Me ue 

bands, ete. Times, other publishers can now tappec ae buti a : the — 

3, There is a positive reduction of — integrate the RCA 301 System into Puter are wilized’ in a 
linecaster down time. their production system at  sub- editing, makeup, and_ production 

4. Cae with a human operator, stantial savings in programming planning and control. 
: the computer does less hyphena- ate = Sa a ar iMVeehiie Hon: hie veailie'ie lee hone ot costs and preparatory investment. 

eros. ™ The pioneering work has been TWO OTHER SYSTEMS USING 

5. Computer hyphenation is exceed- done; setup knowledge is availa- THE RCA 301 
ingly faster than manual hyphena- ble and this cuts startup costs. The RCA 301 utilization has 

tion. Because of cost savings asso- two basic systems. The Los Angeles 
6. Tighter control and balanced use ciated with their computerized Times uses the primary-type justi- 

of composing room equipment and type setting system, very similar fication system. It is based on 
petontiel are: allowed. because’ of ) ’ ; y : | 
computer ‘gpesd. to that at the South Bend Tribune, logical word analysis by a power- 

Oklahoma Publishing Company ful RCA 301 Computer. The Perry 
Caimbiaation expects their system to begin earn- Electronic Composition System at | 

ing a profit within two years on the Palm Beach Post-Times em- | 
The RCA 301 computerized type the basis of daily operation. This ploys a stored, compressed dic- 

setting operation can be set up us- expectation does not include the tionary for type justification. 
ing any of the commonly used amortization of the ten man-years y y 1 . 
punched paper tape controlled of research expended in develop- Los Angeles Times 
linecasting machines. The system ing the system, however. At the Los Angeles Times copy 

can also be used for paper-tape- An increased amount of classi- from typewriters and other sources 
controlled typesetting by photo fied advertising and editorial cop) are handled automatically by the 

eye . 2. : 6 PY on oye 
composition machines for display- is now being set on fewer linecast- computer system, it doing editing 
ing advertising. ing machines for the papers. They — changes and corrections, line justi- 
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fication, and hyphenation where lr 
sate A ee : — [ o.,hlrlr necessary. The production steps at — a Lo io 

9. -. | # & °#® .}.®}#8§=§=§= == CCC 
. ; oles Times as ~—~——rt—“‘“_‘COOTC—CCT./ [._..—i‘i‘(‘(‘(‘C<(aCsri‘C‘CSCO;CO;OWCOCOCOCOCOC:;:;*;# the Los Angeles Times are as Ll hte . 

follows: ee A (se, 
=, A Ce 

1. The reporter writes his story on an =< » As Ma) — =: 4 
its £4 riter with an attac ==. Sevan —rr—s—=“ ‘ge electric typewriter with an attach- .8€é@ é.é@2©€§8 2 nae _ a. e 

ment which also punches the copy - eee 
on a paper tape. He pencils cor- —rt—i‘“‘OOC—C—C—C—CSCSC<—<—YOC Ce] “ne (ol 

rections on typewritten copy. i «© s/s a _%, i 
2. In the computer room a typist cuts OG SOS _2c |.  . 

“ re . as =... 2 9. a paper “correction” tape with the he GS Fis . | 

subheads put into. the typewritten A oo = eee 4 
copy by the reporter, and by sub- ¢« - Se fF... .. eK 
sequent editors at the copy desk. 4 pry os =: _— ==... ithe 
ae Fi : Fi a — #F.  ## &°°&###&##.«.. slg 

3. The correction tape is fed with the - / 4 = =. _ : oe 
original story into the computer at A ae ¢ceeeetétmsteE { fo 
1,000, characters a second, All the age # Yr =e 4.4é£i£é4§i£.= went ilies 
work is done in the computer's lel¢ =f <= 
memory in multiples of 7-millionth fa —.  CErrtrsrs~—Ss—CSC -_ ee. 3 t MASA fF  . = =—ti—sers———.—<hSaisesee 

4. During the interval between the a ew oc | = = hl 
continuous 1,000 ¢.p.s. input and “NPN? RoASgE TT ee .. 
300 Gp.s. output on paper tape, Tile 

the computer automatically incor- Figure 7.—Satellite Relay diagram shows how news copy was sent from the 
porates all editing changes and United States to Great Britain by Relay I Satellite. (Courtesy RCA) 
performs logical type justification. 

5. The computer counts each char- 

acte i a ee a ate 4, rhe word to be hyphenated. is of the American Newspaper Pub- 
Aer 7 "ac *s looked up in a 30,000 word dic- lis SSA ATA : : se sian cole 3 =e evant a > ishers Association in Chicago, 
it decides to split a word, it scans tionary stored on magnetic tape. Laors . 8 
key letter sequences to see if they If it is not found it is broken after Mlinois. 
follow the hyphenation rules for the 3rd, 5th, 7th, or 9th letter. Conventional teleprinter circuits 
en basic types. If no earinin det The line is filled with thin or en were utilized to transmit news 
er sequences are analyZzed—up oO spacers. . Beptan init e . . 

150. “questions asked” in. 15-thou- & When dhe vacameaghds fustited @  “ObY Ot#ginating atthe ANPA.con. 
sandths of a second to decide Be YON ONG PATAREADD 1 JURHUSC, vention to Camden, New Jersey. 

oe is punched on paper tape at 100 a : % where the hyphen goes. / characters. per ‘sedond. «and ‘iit There the information was fed into 

o Phe justified Puper bape is fed into taneously printed on the high speed an RCA 301 Computer. The Com- a linecasting machine, which sets ane F . . . . 
4 f printer. Meanwhile the next para- puter, in a matter of minutes, 

the type at a rate of up to 15 lines Peioh at amiusihed. paper lave 4s 
per minute. The type is proof read, aol fate the com See ‘ape is counted the words, spaced them, 

corrections are made, and it is (pence ie Comparer. . and hyphenated where necessary 
ready for lock-up. 6. The justified paper tape is fed into to achieve: ‘column width exactly 

the linecaster (continuously, if for ‘ 
Palm Beach Post—Ti the same type size and measure). as required. The RCA 301 then 

im Beach Post—Times Proofreading and corrections and flashed electronic signals via a sub- . 
The Palm Beach Post-Times has konven ional. ae che in type — marine cable to keyboardless In- 

an automated production system inserted into the Genipater wismory, tertype linecasters at the Man- 
utilizing the RCA 301 Computer, , chester Guardian, the Glasgow 
but differs from the previous sys- Electronic composition may also Herald, and the Edinburgh Scots- 
tem in that it uses a “dictionary” be used for justifying cold type for man. The linecasters then set the 
of some 30,000 words stored in the photographic composition systems. fully justified type ready for print- 
computer's memory for justification Sixteen photo typefaces in 12 sizes ing purposes. 
purposes. The operation sequence are being programmed for display In another demonstration, the 
follows: ads. RCA 301 was used in conjunction 

1. All copy is: first edited at the re- with Relay I satellite to send news 
write desk, Edited and. corrected EMERGING COMPUTER copy from the Rio de Janeiro 
copy is then “retyped” on fast UTILIZATION bureau of United Press Interna- 
paper tape perforators. . tional to Camden, New Jersey. 

2. Paver ame mat the alge apy On June 10, 1963 Radio Corpo- processed the electronic transmis- 
We me ao ar ratii rica » stre for ms: then fle o the “ean 1:00 istien of America demonstrated for (See Fig. 4.) At Camden, a 301 

character parameter message speci- the first amen history how a com- processed the electronic transmis- 
fies any of ten type sizes and puter based in one continent could sion signals and sent them on to 
column widths programmed — for give directions to a linecasting ma- Chicago, Illinois. Then hundreds of 
baady tat cutlines, classified and chine across the Atlantic Ocean. American newspapers received the 
legal ads. y « . . « C . . m 4 

3. Paragraphs up to 1,000 characters The entire operation from input of copy from Chicago a UPT’s ne 
long are read into the computer's the news copy to set type in the tional teletypesetter circuits, 
magnetic core memory, with each second continent was completed — Another experiment saw news sent 
word sheaked at the snneeband ta without the use of any human by cable from  London-to-New 
see TF te line isin justification activity. The demonstration was York-to-Chicago again using the range. Thin spaces are tried be- _ 
fore justification of the overflow carried out at the 35th Annual Pro- RCA 301 Computer at Camden, 
word. duction Management Conference New Jersey. | 

q 
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Relay I satellite was again used at once. The lines being “watched” third major component of the TIES 
on June 14, 1963 to send computer- _ by the unit can be telephone, tele- System k sit ‘le voi : , y i in 
ized news from the United States graph, or both at once. The line ont is utilized ‘ ‘athe exchs nae 
to papers in Great Britain. The circuits being used are for data takes place at sane f 300 data 
National Aeronautics and Space | communications. The data gath- charactors _ ‘ vond “ date 

Administration carried out this in- ered by the CMC is relayed di- oe fae P lechone 

formation transfer. Relay I satel. rectly to the computer upon input si ng eDhane Ge Tleey 
lite was designed and built for from the transmission lines or di- sane verse aegis a 

NASA by RCA. By utilizing all the rectly out to the lines upon out- tem for fatale vdbence, Tianhe 

available channels of the satellite,  PUt for relay to other locations. The ho os Meee eae ee 

the contents of an entire news- CMC is manufactured in two poeta ai 7 a a nee of 

paper, in electronic signals, could forms. The single-scan unit handles could cane with " “A y ihe Oe 

be relayed intercontinentally in i oa ae ata rn tert aad build Te me tesa 
5 aniatee on speed. The dual-scan mode + amente Bae i 

five minutes. reads up to ten telephone lines at oa Bae lines to the max- 

RADIO CORPORATION OF agers ae canal pe ~~ ” cuits rtiona slower 
AMERICA’S TIES SYSTEM speeds, depending on the ana: FUTURE COMPUTER UTILIZATION— 

Radio Corporation of America’s sion potential of the lines being THE DIEBOLD' SYSTEM 

TIES System is a multipurpose employed. John Diebold, president of the 

method of joining computers no Diebold Group, systems planners 
matter what the intervening dis- Data Exchange Control is developing and has described 

tance and feeding data directly The Data Exchange Control is the newspaper production methods 

| into the system from remote the second unit in the TIES sys- of the future. The debut date of 

locations. TIES stands for Trans-  '€™- This unit allows two com- _ this system is set for 1973. 

mission and Information Exchange puters at the same location to “talk At the center of the Diebold 

System. The TIES System accepts to each other” or exchange data on editing system is the main com- 
data in varying codes and different a memory-to-memory basis at a puter into which all copy from all 
rates: oF speed How, Hie orang rate of 285,000 data characters a sources is fed. The center of activ- 

somress vllorgs ike wampoten mete come est transfer is equivilent ity will be the editor’s consoles con- 

work. This:data may come into the 0 an interchange of about 2,500,- taining viewing screens and will be 

spsteen, rome pemeclaetl mmnadley, gcse 000 words an hour. linked to editorial desks, wire serv- 

tape, or by direct keyboard trans- Communications Control vias mad the ona listen and 

mission. The system is an_ inter- Separated computers in the Ss oe Shree cate ae 
preter ako in that termtnal equip- vee ate< & puters is he (See Fig 8.) All news items and 

ment in the linkup will change in- otto Sn a ea i pictures gathered by the wire serv- 

coming infoumation iio: computer: oe y- a mee a via the ices, reporters, and the editors 

| ‘formation autammecally, nications Control unit, the will be fed into the central com- 

The TIES System is composed 
of the RCA 301, the CMC or Com- ia ae a a eg ec aegenle nt 

munications Mode Control, the 2 CANTOR DEK IIB aaah. 

DEC or Data Exchange Control, a — re ere 

and the Communications Control. a (2 ty eS ay 

The latter three units are fully SL see orc Sy Pete a "Oe 

transistorized and compose the neem | S| Py a eG = : Aa 

scanning and control elements of _—.  .. ae ari f ommyae rs : rte 

the system. When these units are — LA S| rt. sy’ 7 Nas . et ee 

used in conjunction with associ- foun are. . E> a ee | eos ea 

ated buffers and data subsets a | oe a VO Ayer connate t 

where needed, the RCA 301 as- oe — : come & as 

sisted by these auxilary units is 7 ff LO YY comma ea 

enabled to move information at eg PAS < bh a a te a 

will. Data is moved from many — fe < \ | Mee ees a 

locations to one or more informa- ee a a . > 

tion processing centers and at the ——————— ees Le me | 

same time finished data is trans- a: 2b nas Ps nd Ng eo 

ferred to a number of outlying loca- ss ae sn on ato Be mae 

} tions automatically and at com- oe SS Sie el ee = bo a 

munication line speed. | 8 e we ers ees : we 

Communications Mod: a Si Pe oA + suka = ic 
le Control ee oe 2 7 ee 

Control surveys or scans constantly  ._.__sisa_i_itiéi#déié.e aS oo The atenetd @roup, ine. 

as many as 80 communication lines Figure 8.—Control center of the Diebold System. (Courtesy Editor and Publisher) 
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puter and the News Library will Light Pencil low an editor and his staff to 
be the central repository for all A light pencil which resembles dummy immediately and contin- 

this original copy. Some of the a small flashlight will enable the uously. The final decision as to 
storage in the News Library will editor at the display screen to makeup needn’t be made until the 
be accomplished by magnetic ake . ano changes: last moment before that decision 1 9 g make the following changes: ase tr ” c 4 
means but much will be done ; is “frozen” into the metal for 
through optical methods. Copy 1. Allow deletions to be made by printing. 
stared optically ert be Feealled im drawing a circle around unwanted 

# : ee ee Sten . copy with the pencil. The display 

mediately for display or print at will vanish but can be recalled . Input Keyboard 
the central desk. later if desired. An input keyboard will also be 

This optical method of storage 

will allow the editor to: ‘ 

I. Refer instantly to any additional NEWSPAPER OF THE 19705 
material one may need. A com- —— ES 

parison of two wire service reports 

on the same story could be made, WANT ADS CITY DESK 
for instance. 

2. Review all copy available on a 
given story at any time by letting COLUMNIST ‘ 
it pass over the TV screen or by 

printing it out on paper. 

The principal means of input 
will be typewriters and optical 
scanners that can read printed text edivectly. fr res, Ther WAS ig tare Pune or directly from the wires. There [__\ 4 
will be many control points though 
for communication with the sys- TAPE READER 
tem. Reporters and departmental EDITOR's DESK 
editors will have viewing screens Tare TOM a 
and access for adding more infor- SERVICE \ [eS i> 
mation to the system, and ask- <———F OS 8 Si7 | 
ing for information. They also will AI LA 
be able to make alterations of ma- one bb fy \ | 

a5 > ——$— 
terial already in the unit. storace | |Q [O JOU L- | <5 

3 . ‘ = i ems == 
Some of the major parts of 7 | Well LS 

the system and their functions s > comPUTER 

follow. EEE 

Primary Display Screens f 
; ; = _ ‘ 

Primary display screens at the ZA)O9} TAPE aoa 
entral editor's. desk will show He me central editors des will show TAPE j f 
shat exists j : : a P S what exists in the type font of a Uke UN 

company’s newspaper but will be __ 
only an electronic trace upon the 
screen, that is, a picture similar 
to that seen on a radar or televi- | LINE CASTING ELECTRON BEAM ; 
sion screen. What is seen will not SS MACHINE PLATING /CUTTING 
be type that has been set. Also the = CeCe 
image viewed will be temporary - WRAP AROUND 
in that it won't be transferred onto < 
a printing plate until minutes be- TO MAKE-UP 
fore final printing begins. a 

Because of this last minute fea- Figure 9.—Production process in the Diebold System. (Courtesy Editor and Publisher) 

ture, the size of photos or head- 
lines can be changed at will and 

additions and deletions can be 2. Beso any part of the display at part of this control console which 

made anytime. Also extra copy not 5. bei mate to those concerned Will allow the editor to alter any 
used originally and viewed on an ve esigna i  asecaw tn displ shi auxiliary display screen can be items that should be expanded or isplay by pushing any one of the 
auxiliary Cisplay screen can De eliminated. The results of these system of buttons which is linked 
added at will. Finally the break of changes can then be viewed im- t0.a eeriteal Control astem, The 
a late news story will not upset the mediately on the screen. up to-a central control ‘system, “The 
final makeup as the editor can 4. Move, enlarge, reduce, eliminate or keyboard looks much like a type- 
easily cut out less important ma- crop photos. writer. This mechanism will allow 

terial and add in the more current The combination of the viewing the editor to: 
copy. screen and the light pencil will al- (Continued on page 5-4) 
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EXPLORE THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES AT 

Nati IS ityA 

... where special programs encourage rapid professional advancement 

for the engineer, scientist and mathematician launching his career. 

ee oo FE mented laboratories and use of advanced of full-time graduate study at full salary. Near- 

3 | se computer and other equipment, some found ly all academic costs are paid by NSA, whose 

a ™~ 7. A nt nowhere else in the world. proximity to seven universities offering a 

: ~ an DD S i Skilled clerical and technical support will wealth of advanced courses and seminars is 

By | ew : 7 * free you to concentrate on the most challen- an additional asset. 

| “ 4 ging aspects of your projects, and thus help IN-HOUSE TRAINING. The new NSA em- 

R ~~ 3 speed your professional growth. ployee first attends a six-week general orien- 

> % “oe mes Outstanding Colleagues tation program, followed by a period of spe- 

i ' eo Be You will work alongside people of enor- ‘ialized classroom study designed to broaden 

: > : Reg ENA mously varied backgrounds and intellectual f2miliarity with an area or areas of heavy NSA 
i . — interests; ver 500 of whom hold advanced SOneeln (e.g., communications theory, crypt 

| : —— degrees. analysis, computer logic and analysis, solid 

' a ia ResearehSis Al NSA. alse, reeaiwe consawe SME physics). Formal study is complemented 

: ee % @% stimulus from outside the agency. To assist in by on-the-job training, as you work and learn 

: . or on certain program areas, NSA often calls on under the guidance and direction of highly 

- : —— “special boards of consultants—outstanding experienced associates; 

NSA is a scientific and technological com- scientists and engineers from industry and _ PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, TRAVEL, 
munity unique in the United States, perhaps The agency fosters a climate of recognition 

in the world. Unique in its mission, its oper- and advancement for its young professionals 

ation, its requirements . . . unique, too, in the by encouraging participation in professional 

scope of opportunity it affords a young scien- association affairs, and assisting you to attend 

tist or engineer beginning his career. — national meetings, seminars and conferences 

A separate agency functioning within the J ¥ : _ pe tN as well as visit other research facilities where 

Department of Defense, NSA is responsible ~ oe a Sy 7 related work is underway—government, uni- 

for developing “secure” (i.e., invulnerable) é ee ye & _. versity and industrial—throughout the United 

communications systems to transmit and re- + 4 4 be -. 2 y States. 

ceive vital information. Within this area, which Jaguaa bal : ee _ / /~ Liberal Personnel Policies, Attractive 

encompasses the whole field of cryptology— 8 aS LF fs Location 

the science of codes and ciphers—NSA project moo : — NSA policies relating to vacations, insurance 

fears Pueue s broad spectrum of investiga- <a foe and retirement are fair and liberal. You enjoy 

tions taking them well beyond many known [ila i yo the benefits of Federal employment without 

and accepted boundaries of knowledge. Be- file (i . the necessity of Civil Service certification. 

eens with basie research; these invest sa Ee 2) é Located between Washington and_ Balti- 

tions progress: through: applied cegearch, re | ge Aa . + more, NSA is also near the Chesapeake Bay, 

development and design, prototype engineer- es ‘ 34 % = +ocean beaches, ski resorts and other popular 

ing, and on into various phases of applications & ~ Woe? iN os summer and winter recreation areas, not to 

engineering. | tices # i \ _ mention the varied leisure-time attractions 

AUNSA you might specialize in any or sev- [sg |. _—off_ the ‘nation’s capital itself. The location 
eral of these sectors, depending on your je Me eo ‘wd 4 permits your choice of city, suburban or 

talents and special interests: \ ARR ee w, H 
cs . . NOS obec ~ s country living. 

ENGINEERING. Antenna/transmitter/receiver ete ~ 

design... high speed computers (digital and ta i Campus Interviews — 

analog) . . . transistor circuitry . . . advanced academic centers as well as from other gov- 
radio communications techniques . . . micro- ernment agencies. Check Now for Dates! 

wave communications . . . audio and video ae | . . 

recording devices . . . cryogenic studies and Career Development Opportunities Representatives of the National Security 

applications . . . integrated circuitry . . . mi- Your professional growth and earning power Agency will conduct interviews on campus 

craminiaturizatione expand from the day you join NSA, without soon. Check with your Placement office as 

PHYSICS. Solid state (basic and applied) having to accumulate years of “experience "soon as possible to schedule an appointment. 

| >electromagnetic propagation . . . upper NSA career development is orderly and swift; 

atmosphere phenomena . . . superconductivity substantial salary increases follow as you as- 

and cryogenics (Ph. D. graduates only). sume more and more responsibility. 

MATHEMATICS. Statistical mathematics... _ 4 mumber of NSA career development 
matrix algebra . . . finite fields .. . probability Programs help shorten the time when you 
.. . combinatorial analysis... programming 4" contribute at your maximum potential. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 

and symbolic logic. These programs include: : 

ADVANCED STUDY. NSA’s liberal graduate Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 

Unequaled Facilities and Equipment study program affords you the opportunity to Washington, D.C. 20016 

In a near-academic atmosphere, NSA scien- pursue part-time study up to eight hours An equal opportunity employer 

tists and engineers enjoy the most fully-instru- each semester and/or one semester or more -.. Where imagination is the essential qualification | 
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A comprehensive review of 
values and techniques 

By KENNETH W. KRASAVAGE 

HE matter of industrial safety which clearly demonstrate the _ tailed information which follows 
is of great importance be- need for organized industrial clearly indicates that this is a prob- 
cause cach year both manage- safety programs. A special mention —_ lem of great importance for every- 

ment and labor suffer great per- is due the Aetna Casualty and one! Eight workers will have been 
sonal tragedy and financial loss due Surety Company and Employers injured in industrial accidents in 
to industrial accidents. It is hoped Mutuals of Wausau, who were the short space of time that it takes 
that this report will demonstrate to kind enough to supply the most to get this far in this report. By 
the general reader that both em- recent National Safety Council ac- the time this report is thoroughly 
ployer and employee can benefit cident statistics and awaken the read through, about 200 more 
from a well-organized and well- writer to the most important workers will have been injured 
maintained industrial safety pro- phases of basic industrial safety and one will have been killed! 
gram. organization. In 1963, over 14,000 workers lost 

Although this article is not in- their lives in industrial accidents 
tended to bea manual on. indus- ACCIDENT FACTS and over two million were injured 
trial safety organization, it does seriously. The total cost of these 
contain primary safety organiza- American industry must concern industrial accidents for that year 
tional technique and National itself with the problem of in- was nearly five billion dollars! No 
Safety Council accident facts dustrial safety—the wealth of de- measure can be put on the heart- 

Table 1—WORK ACCIDENTS, 1963! 

SS ee 7 Enel Deaths Death Rates** | Disabling Industry H—___Peaths _|_eath Ratest* | Disabling 
Group 1963 | 1953 ama 1963 | 1953 | % Change | oa 

Ken Krasavage got his BSME in Janu- ALL INDUSTRIES — 14,200 15,000 —5% 21 26 —19%% 2,000,000 ary and is currently employed in Minne- 
sota. He is originally from Wisconsin Trade 1,200 1,400 —14% 8 12 —33% 370,000 
Rapids, Wisconsin. Manufacturing 1,800 2,400 —25% 1 14 —21% 400,000 

Service, government 3,000 2,300 +30% 14 16 —13% 510,000 
ee Transportation and 

public utilities 1,700 1,700 0% 430 37 +16% 190,000 

‘Note: All Tables and Figures origi,  Agticulture 3,300 3,800 —13% 67 59 +14% — 280,000 
nally appeared in Accident Facts 1964, Construction : 2,500 2,500 0% %@WM 81 —9% 210,000 
published by the National Safety Council. Mining, quarrying 700 900 —22% 108 107 + 1% 40,000 

ene 
“Disabling beyond the day of the accident. Totals include deaths. | **Deaths per 100,000 workers in each group. | 
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break and sorrow that these pre- MILLION TOP WORKERS TT peatas 
ventable tragedies have caused. | ceara rate x FT i] i WORKERS 

60 45 f. \ : or 18,000 

Accidents in Recent Years for\ fi || | i ot 
f f i | 

Each and every year, the Amer- “ “° fost \ / i Fo ri? 
ican scene is decorated by parades Y en iat “hy A CEATHS) “kL 
of all types and for all reasons, “° ** Mg EN 141000 
but can you imagine a parade that I | || | i | “| 
took 85 days to pass? If all the oo 20 t fa 42,000 
people who were accidentally Fierce) | || nt DE ane RATES 
killed and injured (disabled one 25 “ Nf} —— 
day or more) in 1962 were to form PRDEATHS “FER? 100,000 WORKERS B | z ata | 
a parade, it would take them over He J a 

85 days to pass the reviewing ft 394 eo B79 ee 
stand at the rate of 5000 per hour! ¥i 
The total numbtr of accidental igure 1.—Deaths and death rate trends. 

fatalities was 97,000 and, out of 
that huge total, nearly 14,000 were 
due to industrial accidents. 

It is true that tht auto fatality 
rate is extremely high, but let’s 
compare that well-known figure to FREQUENCY RATE SEVERITY RATE 
the industrial accident rate. In ee (a PATS] thle chances (0AYS) 
1963, car accidents claimed 40,600 sts TERS RI NCOR 
lives. (This total does not include conmunicaTions #f1.03 (115) "118 § communications 
3000 workers killed on the job by tuccrnicat cauiewcat FY 1.69 (12) 1249) waovesace «ner Tene 
motor vehicle accident, i.e., truck autowosite F}1.71 4 ; (78) 132 4 eLecrricet equipHeNT 
drivers. ) The total of all industrial AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING [J 1.86 co | (77) 143] sincRarT MANUFACTURING 

fatalities was 14,200! Work ac- wuste [7] 3.18 St iil (130) 223 [1 avrowosite 

cidents claimed 35 percent of the cent £2) 3.27 WERT alli (36) zo PRINTING & PUBLISHING 

total of auto fatalities. In 1963 StL 2) 5-50 Guha (91): 5) stance cemenas 
there were 1,900,000 non-motor canwea f]3.32 inf (22) “ BAUS 
vehicle industrial disabling (dis- anne a = i (es) 353 [f meaner : WU (103) 3417) enema 
abled beyond the day of the ac- suctem F414 iy (er) 360 [Liters 
cident) injuries compared to simone C1437 (92) 45i[7 cuss 
1,500,000 non-work motor vehicle uss [4.91 (143) 454 [1 ser 

disabling injuries! America seems Tosacco [5.51 (58) 4568+ [] reoceat civitian explovees 

to be so interested, and rightly so, tusctnie umuries [—] 5.77 5 Phyuasih sareiliesascslan (112) 489 [| tome 
about the total of auto fatalities dD ac inoustas [ ]6.12 average days charged per case. (94) sia(l] iosscco 

and injuries, but in spite of the STORAGE & WAREHOUSING 6.13 + 1982, (87) 546 [] «as 

fact that there were more disa- us [16.27 All cates compiled in accordance (146) 640 [} sursuse 
bling injuries on the job than on paint & puauisiint [~~ ]6.40 wi te Anurag State (93) 642 [] inowe sree procucts 
the highway, how much has this (MON-FERROUS METALS & PROD. 6.41 Measuring Work Injury (66) 643[ | foo 

shocking fact been made known??? PETROLEUM T] 6.70 Experience, Code 216.1-1954 (R1959). (59) 654 RAILROAD EQUIPMENT. 

Industrial accidents are among the tiv ese ots FJ 6.07 Sie tania tae (98) 686 [| fvoe wean: leading Hiller! 8 pura parta F17.39 ae Of coverage in (201) 664[_] sie 
2 a a FOUNDRY 7te ttt) 682 AULINDUSTRIES. 

FEERAL CVIUAN EMPLOYEES Es 7.89t he 662 [_ rirocuy a 
Accident Trends CLAY & MINERAL PRODUCTS FT _"] 8.04 (94) 691 f, rue a sete 

What are the trends in industrial ee a s) _ Fi someon 
accidents? The percentage of anu E1068 (siy'7e9 4 vnc 

} deaths in 1963 is up four percent WHOLESALE & RETAIL TRADE 10.45 (104) 1,048 TeaniuzeR 
from the 1962 total and, thankfully, rauaoaa courweat Fo J1.10 (324) 1,060 aah 

down five percent from the 1953 wooo prooucts F]12.04 (ise) 1,073 (C_] ftcernie uruimes 
total of 15,000 as indicated by weaT pacninc [414.57 (169) 1,081 [7 | Now-renrous METaLs & pRoD | 
Table 1. The increase can be at- aust 14.69 (77) 1,169] reas . 
tributed to the total hours worked; TRANSIT 15.15 (149) L198 [J clay & MINERAL ProoucTs 

employment rose about l14 per- LEATHER 15.33 (igo) 1,525[ | minus, suarace 

cent and the average hours worked AG RINSE ae (94) 1,617 [_} wate 
per week increased slightly. The oan cere) TNS (139) 2,498} cansaueron 
heartening aspect is dear the death GONSTRUCTON ae) 8S (ete)sire5[___| tune 
rate (deaths per 100,000 workers), MIKING, UNDGRO,, EXCEPT COAL ff os 33.71 (97) 3,952[________|anine transportation 

as ividicated in Figure 1, ig: sean MINING, UNDERGROUND COAL sects 33.87 (167) ee sMINING, UXDGRO., excEPT COAL 

Z oa MARINE TRANSPORTATION CY Kee Te «CITING, UNDERGROUND COML 
to be dropping significantly. The 
amount of workers is steadily in- Figure 2.—Distribution of accidents. 
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FREQUENCY seventy fore the age of 25, he will not be 
E RATE . 

| | yl PTT] | T] LT able to use that purchasing power. 
30 pei + aa 3,000 Thirty-six percent of all com- 

| PSS Lit | | ! ensable injuries are to the arms, | eat VERE pte Pp J 
(wt | | me] | LET PEEL | | aa Ci hands, and fingers; these injuries 4 

al a Ki, | SEVERITY RATE rT] | | rt ry Py fe account for 29 percent of paid-out 
My titi 1 | 1 1 . | Mant yb tay rec - 1 apart compensation costs. A study of 

I ! inl i 2 ‘ 1 | i i ee, : . lrequency rate | | |e | | Mw | GE | 1500 hand injuries over a six month to [ER eee err tt ies, wig} 1 1,000 . . 
| Piya d yl ya | | eine ee period by a steel mill employing 

phnb etrret ft Lt Hy a 
iss birdy] PT EE 14,000 revealed these facts: 

ol tL rp tt tt ttt Petra pretti te tra ttt 
MTU wIRHHHHD UHURU WHET DUNO HH HTT OHNE 1. One out of every 138 hand ) 

Figure 3.—Trends in severity and frequency of industrial accidents. tnyuEes required hospitaliza- 
tion. 

2.Each injury required an 
average of 33 dispensary 

creasing but the death rate is on ployees would average an invest- visits. 
the decline! But yet, those lives ment of $750 to test for possible 3. The 1500 hand injuries re- 
need never be lost—for accidents prescription lenses; another $5000 sulted in a loss of 7,440 man- 
are preventable! for prescription glasses and $3000 hours during the six month 
How about industrial injuries? for non-prescription eye wear—a period. 

The 1963 total of nonfatal indus- total cost of $8750 for full manda- 
trial injuries was close to two mil- tory eye protection. Some states All this waste of time, money, and 
lion. Out of this, 80,000 workers have allowed awards up to $20,- resource need never be—accidents 
suffered permanent (including 000 for the loss of a single eye! can be prevented! 
permanent-partial and permanent- Business faces a potential $2 billion 
total disability) and 1,900,000 suf- reduction of business each year Management Losses— 
fered temporary total disability. through the yearly death of 10,000 Hidden Losses 

Figure 2 indicates that, for all | males under 25 years of age. Be- Industrial mishaps are costing 
industries, there were 6.12 dis- tween the ages of 25 and 70, the the employer more than he may 
abling injuries per million man- head of the average household con- realize at first glance. Let’s con- 
hours worked and 111 days off per trols about $200,000 of disposable sider the not-so-obvious losses of 
accident per million man-hours income, and if he is killed off be- industrial accidents. 
worked. Figure 3 shows that both 
of these rates are, thankfully, on 

the decline, but yet these injuries Table 2.—INJURY EXPERIENCE OF REPORTERS TO THE NATIONAL 
need never happen. Accidents are SAFETY COUNCIL, 1926-1963 
preventable! Sennen ee ee 

| Frequency Ratos % of All Disabilitics Average 

. NUR eae ISAS | er 
Losses Due to Industrial Accidents ae nts «| faa | Fete | Tomes | | wales | Eatal ea | Teer | rotate” ' 

Total | Disab. | Disab. bilitios Total | Disab. | Disab, | Disability 

The total ume lost mm 1963 due 1926. ce seeeeeeee L725 2393 80TL BLT (2,500 2G Gt 1 
to industrial accidents is 230,000,- WO eeceees 2,089 Ai 7685.02 25.951, 880 FRY bt 1s 

: rt en | 19 TL 23.62 252 2hO30 3 2s om : 
000 man-days—the equivalent of 1929 IIL tans 2103285302850 99 3 od 1G 
a force of 1000 men sitting idle 1980-1..02001 sigs 19078 «1750sBay—s9t0 0 Bt 

5 SSL cstsvscicne @) AT G4 14.31 15.12 1,720 LL 4.2 OLT 21 

for 63 years! The total cost of 1963 1939 ast io 382s a20is90 eked 2b 
i . ig s0O7 > 7 g 1933. ........... 3,776 AG 63 13.77 14.56 1,590 LL AS 9L.G 20 j 
industrial accidents” wes an 1934.00... 2s...) 8,866 37 694431529700 20 
astounding $5 billion! This repre- WBS eve cesiesces 96796 1500.73) BA 0 1580 yl 5G 88.8 21 
sents an avernve cos : 1096) aneveverse 4 O88 1G 7112.70 13.5T AGO LRG 
sents an average cost of $70 per 937. eeeee es 1,032 AS 7G BALK 1,580 L1 Bat 93.5 20 
worker to industry (see Table 4 19BB. eee eeeeeees 4497 A565 LBS RAB 1,580 9S 23 

. * “ 1939. cece caviee. 4,784 wu 65 11.04 11.83 1,420 Le 5.5 ered 23 

for accident costs). The total 1910. ....sc000, 3,163 a ley atd esa O AOS. 23 
amount of compensation paid out BOL eee eeeees 5,325 A 7014.55 15.39 1,530 wo OGL 
h “ } } Tate 1 iS ere , TINA ene scence: Dyed AS 59 13.94 14.68, 1,490 Lb 4G 95.6 20 

throughout the United States was INBsissececvese, 6,060 10072 3.701120 SO M3 80 
> \ Whi Tien oj OWS icciseeeees. SBST 10 80 13.56 WAG 1,210 wa ao 32.8 20 3 

nearly $1.5 billion, In Wisconsin IDS... cl2l. 6262 0969851363160 a 5k one 23 
alone, 122 fatalities and 22,104 TOG. eeeeeeeee G212 AL 77 13.288 AG, 289 3 be 988 28 

‘ £18 s iniovies ease IT osnieccwscrag BOSE 10 11L 245 13.26 1,230 3 54 988 RE 
com pe nsable . myur 1e's caused WDAB. cee sicesee, 6,707 10 69 10.70 1149 1,120 Bu 6.0 93.1 a. 

nearly $25 million to be paid out 1949.0... esse ee 785 108 Gt 942 1014 1,020 63 929 23 
in. cOmpensation’ by privateccarriers 1950000220202) 6,895 08157 8.03 9.80 940 S62 gy BE 
in Gompensauon py: Private: carriers Wheccivsieces HM 0953 89.06 om 10S 98.8 23 
and self-insurers. All this because W952. .ceeeeveees 7,920 08 52 7.80 8.40 880 63 NES ae 

i secidenee which acid | 4953200000001 83139 7 500 GST TAL 830 10 SRB of accidents which could have 195400001 sta36 OT Ak GL 71282 sooo LS 
been prevented 495500000 9)318 08 4G G.9G BI 2 

1956.........28 9,605 or 405.91 6.38, 2k G8 9G 
2957.00 20,403 07 420 BB RT jo 12 BSR : 
1958.0000200011110,754 07 400570 TH 12 GG 8S 

Management Losses— Woes eciveesy TSS OF AL 5.99 6.47 HL Ll bt ORS 25 
Obvious Losses 1960.20.02 22200010 ;208 07 138559 GO 29 Lz 63 925 26 : 

; : | T9GL. eee. eee D921 06 638555599 eG LL GS OG 
Accidents are costing industry LOGE veiscsecoraxnese L998 07 39 5.73 6.19 GO td 6.3 92.6 28 

: 7 1963.000002000172)539 06 Bk BG 68 L0G | 
plenty. A plant of just 1000 em- Sn " 
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Immediately following the acci- and sorrow result to his family and job to maintain an accurate, up- 
dent, there results a loss of time — friends at his sudden and unex- to-date accident record system. In 
not only because of the injured, pected death or injury. Hopelessly his advisory capacity, he must co- 

but also because of those who must = mangled bodies are often the — operate in the proper training and 

render first-aid and assistance. Ac- product of an industrial accident. — placement of personnel in addi- 

iident investigation on the scene The American worker lost nearly tion to initiating and holding their 

a he oe end . a woul $114 billion in wages in 1963. Most __ interest in safety. 

ee > / recoup the losses resulting from av plant ‘cquipment, set stand: 
rates a healthy boost; not to men- their injury—they are just. too new Plant equipment, s¢ e 

tion the fringe benefits which still 5 Soe etn de Ateabile ards for safety equipment used by 
sually ¢ staggering. Permanent disability all personnel, and make sure that 

usually accumulate. can result in lower wages after re- per 5 for . fe a ade : 

An accident may result in over- turning to work. Again, more heart- are cece ba i ety a me cm 
time premiums being paid to other break and more loss, but yet, this °"¥ Hew! DUCE, Construction ox 

workers, and how about the down- _ need never be: industrial accidents remodeling programs. All local, 
time of machinery or the cost of are preventable! state, and federal safety laws must 

training a new man for the job? be complied with and he must 

Often, if a skilled employee is lost, secure necessary help from. state 

there will be temporary, sub- THE SAFETY ENGINEER labor departments and insurance 

optimum performance on his job The key man in organizing for companies on matters pertaining to 

safety is the safety engineer. His Safety and health. 
Table 3.—TIME LOST BECAUSE OF function is to assist in achieving The safety engineer must be 

WORK INJURIES maximum production by limiting capable of organizing and direct- 

Man-Days the number of disabling injuries ing his staff for quick action and 

‘Total time lost in 1963 .... 230,000,000 Which result as the failure of some efficiency. He has to maintain out- 
(From accidents which unit in the manufacturing process. side contact with insurance com- 
occurred in 1963) The two basic problems which panies and other safety organiza- 

By injured workers .... 40,000,000 must be solved by the safety en- tions to: obtain’ fresh. information 

By other workers ...... 190,000,000 Gneeriares and keep the plant safety program 
Time loss in future years 1. How to remove physical haz- up to date. He knows what havoc 

from 1963 accidents ... 130,000,000 ards from the plant. results from industrial accidents 

2. How to substitute safe prac- ane ne firmly believes that nas 
Table 4.—ACCIDENT COSTS tices for unsafe practices of trial accidents are preventable! 

Total cost in 1963 .... . .$5,000,000,000 both employer and employee. 

Visible costs ......... 2,500,000,000 OTHER ROLES IN SAFETY 

Other costs .......... 2,500,000,000 Duties and Obligations of the ORGANIZATION 

Cost per worker to Safety Engineer io . - . 
ANCOSEEY, cose oe sissies 70 Organizing for overall safety is 

The safety engineer must be pot up to one man, but rather, it 

. . truly dedicated to protecting the js an integrated process involving 
until the new trainee can come up men he serves; his obligation is a top management and_ supervisors, 

to par. The injured employee must moral one—he must safeguard the the employees, and the plant med- 
often be placed on a “filler job lives and welfare of the employer 4 aff as well as the safety en- 
after returning to work until com- and the employees. Because of this Gal ai Wes BS ihe ee 

, le 5 5 care Yees. i gineer. Each of these components 
pletely healed. Management _ sacred obligation, the duties and | scontt ate » entire 

, : Ts sig : are essential parts of the entire 
would gladly pay for his. skill, if obligations of the safety engineer sate . 

as safety program. 
only he could use it. are monumental. He has complete 

Plant dispensary visits after re- responsibility for seeing that an ef- Role of Top Management 
turning to work result in more lost fective safety program is formu- 
time and more lost production, lated and administered; he must Top management that is “really 

| One large firm was shocked to dis- see that necessary changes are — on the ball” realizes that accidents 

cover that it was costing over $60- made in the safety program. Cost- are “poor business” and industrial 

000 yearly just to have their em- conscious management must be in- safety is just “good business.” They 

ployees sit in the dispensary wait- formed of the progress and status know that accident and_ injury 

ing room. Industrial accidents are of the safety program—the safety represent un-needed loss of time, 

real thieves—they slowly take from engineer must see that manage- resource, and money. 

the employer what is rightfully his. ment is kept well informed. Accident prevention takes good 

| All this waste and loss, but yet in- The safety engineer must main- — management. The boss must real- 

dustrial accidents are preventable! tain a plant safety inspection sys- ize that, as the leader, he must | 

tem and, in the event of accident, take the initiative and set the 

Employee Losses he is responsible for prompt and pace; the approach to safety is 

The individual employee is the thorough accident investigation positive and constructive—safety, 
greatest loser in an industrial ac- and analysis. All accidents must be good business, and good manage- 

cident. Immeasurable heartbreak properly recorded, hence it is his ment go hand-in-hand. If anything 
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[ reese 
pede AES 5 atlas 

i E 5) eG eS Sy ait N The Company’s first engine, the Wasp, took 

ad yy SSeS E to the air on May 5, 1926, Within a year the 
cai 4d bet UN QO a a . Wasp set its first world record and went on 
Tee oe mx i ; i to smash existing records and set standards 

yee : bys > gr hg i . for both land and seaplanes for years to 
«sitiaien é IES k Awe oa come, carrying airframes and pilots higher, / 

ae BX BE ) 7 53 - farther, and faster than they had ever gone 
ra ~—\ Aas eee eee ae before. 

i ie ed at 727 _ ss 
: ; oe be 

; 6 . «wey DC-9. : 

oe “ ‘ ma i oS 1 

\ 
| Le Tee : g ce In recent years, planes powered by Pratt 

\ el nes fee. & Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set 

Sy of ne ee EOE oe Ore = es. new standards of performance in much the 

Lae ee same way as the Wasp had done in the 
: ROA ere ee Min Nor eae 1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of 
a c Sa ae He Seales ne : Bea the new family of short-to-medium range ! 

ee Byki ea of a jetliners which are powered by the highly 
Dar Cg Oa a aR oes Bees” successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of 

Lee ae ye Bee eee oe current military utilizations are the J58- 

A Sie ae Seep see Me al powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently 
SSRI aa eae as ie a eee gt es established four world aviation records and 

a ees ea er Les eb aoe al the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable- 
= Sea ae Cann 2 . a geometry fighter aircraft. 

OLD Oe a eS é Facet rene = 
Ba ce eS EE oe | 

fai Re ne 
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2 eS ae i. iA taciescraiben: . | : i eis 4 ; 

iz | Fomor tf |) lhe 
ee LE] | | ediintecnnicat popuiation |} | | | | 

cs el | | | |ferthelastquarter | lee : 
‘ ; Blo] | | | cffesntuyy | oe rales 
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eee ee ee eo rr 

a ee | 

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen 
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers technology and fuel cells. 
Se growth, xe challenge, and lasting Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi- 

sta fee ere engineers and scientists are recog- _pitity, You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's 
nize den the major reason for the Company’s con- programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll 
tinued success. find opportunities for professional growth further en- 

Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa- 
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in: 
energy conversion for every environment... all opening MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL 
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero- ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 
space, marine and industrial power application. The e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR 

technical staff working on these programs, backed by APPLIED MECHANICS. 
Management’s determination to provide the best and For further information concerning a career with Pratt 

most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement 

already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur- officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 
rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 

country’s future. The list of achievements amassed Connecticut 06108. 

by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the 
development of compact power plants, dating back to 

the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States ——gpeciatists IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS- 

the Company to obtain its current position of leader- TRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

ee S e. . . 

Gs» 24 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
oN = ey CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

Lis» FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer, M & F 
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is to be done about accidents, it Table 5A.—INJURY FREQUENCY RATES OF REPORTERS TO 

must begin by management's firm NSC, AND, BLS, 1965 
declaration of safety policy and by A 
tying safety in with production, Industry (NSC Classification) | xso | BLS 

maintenance, sales, and distribu- Aircraft Manufacturing ....00.ccccccseeeeeeneceeeeeeeetaeseeeunees 1.9 29 4 
tion Automobile ......escseessccseeesecesseesyesssoseseserenesssnnes 17 36 

s Chemie ee 33 82 

Top management must put the —— flegemea Squpment Mee ae et 
emphasis on action and prevention Roundy eee f yo 
and follow these important steps: Tran ond Steel Proddeighe cue meets retenasnenmaenanenc anne ‘3 it 
First, management must demon- — faimber {U0 I UUINUIIIIIIINUEEIII SI ES a3 
strate that it really wants to stop Nestradkag (100.000 Ince 29.0 ) 
accidents by showing personal in-  Pfining'and Bublishings IE et na 
terest in their workers and business. jeafroad Bqulpmen’ 000k ray 
Next, help on the details must be Ren Sictai predueial 0000 132 
gotten, This may require extra gppppullding «oss cu sss 3g Bo 
work at first in gathering the de-  Jywtllen ci oojjsretscrrernesnnerierernecesenensnenirarerereritienes eh Pad 
tails of safety principles, but the (°° = —_—_—_——— 
dividends will be worth the extra Statens?’ NSC—reporters to National Safety Council; BLS—reporters to U. S. Bureau of Labor : 

investment. Hazards must be 

located and jobs made safe. Most 
injuries are caused by little things 

such as exposed moving parts, Table 5B.—INJURY RATES IN MANUFACTURING, NSC MEMBERS 
slippery floors, defective tools, and AND NON-MEMBERS. 
cluttered-up work areas. Extra | 

time and money might be needed | ima; | beled Eke 

to remove hazards, but eventually Year Gi. | SE GEG Ce 
safety becomes a routine part of Members | members |Rates Lower| Members | members |Kates Lower 

every job. Such action demon-  BBecceuin HB igs xB 5 Si =P 
strates to employees that their jgigcuiniiin tf is? =e eu ~“* 
leaders are concerned for the wel- Heeb eeyeseee ESE 8 -28 529 : 

fare of all employed! Be EB i =e ibs : 

much control over safe work habits reporters to NSC. *BLS rates not available. 

as they do production. Teaching 
and training employees to work 
safely means showing them how 
to do their work safely with less ported up the chain of command The Industrial Nurse 

spoilage and less damage to — until it is placed in hands which In the course of her routine 
equipment and materials. can correct the situation. duties, the industrial nurse is often 

If the supervisor truly believes the first to pick up clues which in- 
The Supervisor that he is a busy man, he will be — dicate a lapse or breakdown in 

The best person to decide what far too busy to have accidents safety procedure. She has the op- 
the “safe” standard! operational which deprive him of personnel portunity to talk with the | work- 

procedure is for a particular job and valuable productive time. The ers, giving them the reason for and 
is the supervisor; he has probably supervisor must be sure that all importance of safety procedure. ' 
seen more accidents and near  2eW men assigned to him are She can provide a valuable link 
misses thancanyvone else: He should familiar with safety policy and are —_ between the man in the plant and 
know what the “safety operational physically capable of doing their the safety director. 

procedure” is for the jobs responsi- job safely. He should not accept The industrial nurse must con- 
ble to him. An examination of  22y machinery, paints, solvents, or cern herself with the overall health 
operations in the ordinary indus- materials into his department until of an individual worker because ! 
trial establishment clearly show they have been certified as safe by any health problem he may have 
that the supervisor has the best  @ responsible person. can make him a potential source 
opportunity to correct unsafe All accidents in a department of danger to himself and others. 
actions. He has an excellent op- must be investigated and analysed; The nurse should have a clear and 
portunity to observe and correct — the supervisor must see to it that thorough knowledge of what her 
the unsafe conditions and prac- this is done promptly and company manufactures and what 
tices which creep into the opera- thoroughly, even offer his as- services are rendered. She must be 
tion during the day as he makes sistance. Injured employees must familiar with the physical require- 
his rounds. If he recognizes an un- be cared for. Minor injuries should ments of the jobs in the plant and 
safe condition beyond his control, | not become major injuries because the physical, chemical, and biolog- 
he should quickly bring it to the — of a lack of medical attention—the ical hazards present. The problem 
attention of his immediate  su- supervisor must stress attention of of accident prevention can be best 
perior. It should be continually re- even the slightest cut or nick. tackled if the nurse works hand- 
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How do you test a product 
y . . 

that’s six miles long? 
Or reduce the size of something 

almost too small to see? 

OUGH jobs...typical of the engineering Western Electric needs more sharp minds. 
| work being done day after day at Whatever your field is, there are plenty of 

Western Electric, the manufacturing opportunities for interesting work, and for 
and supply unit of the Bell System. And you rapid advancement. If you set the highest 
can have a handinsolving problems likethese. standards for yourself and seek a solid future 

The six-mile product was a complete tele- | — we want to talk to you! Be sure to arrange 

phone cable. How to test it before it was a personal interview when the Bell System 

buried underground — before modifications, recruiting team visits your campus. And for 

if necessary, became time-consuming and ex- detailed information on the opportunities 

pensive? The solution was to design an “arti- that await you, get your copy of the Western 

ficial cable” — a model a few inches in length Electric Booklet “Opportunities in Engineer- 

whose electrical characteristics matched ing and Science” from your Placement Offi- 

those of the full-size cable. In this way, engi- cer. Or write: College Relations Staff Man- 

neers learned which type of cable would do ager, Western Electric Co., Room 2510A, 

the job best, how many repeater stations 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038. An 

would be needed, and where repeater equip- equal opportunity employer. 

ment should be installed. Artificial cable lets 
us anticipate and solve many other problems 

... before they ever arise. 

The small product was a thin film circuit 
— an electrical path only thousandths of the >. ee ie 
thickness of a human hair. How do you de- ; _ -; 79 
sign equipment to make certain parts thinner, 7 | Ss ed 

to increase resistance, without altering other See : 

parts? WE engineers used capillary action to es | 

bring liquid only to the desired areas— and — - Le c , ge 

electrolysis brought about the precise reduc- =, | wl ‘ > | A 4 
tion. It’s quick in the telling, but ittook sharp | 4)“. 7 7 DN — 

minds to arrive at this solution. _ , y | .  . 

@) testers Electric € | Pw vit & 
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM . . @ il - 

. CC ae 4 

——rt—“C—~—~—OSO™O—O—CC Ci i 
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in-hand with the safety depart- getting the “safety show” on the tomer” that safety is worth buying. 
ment rather than separate as the road is a firm declaration by man- __ It is a good buy because it brings 
“medical department.” agement of a safety policy which the employee freedom from injury, 

is to be strictly adhered to by all hardship, suffering, and bereave- 
Safety Inspectors without exception. Compelling ment; it saves loss to the com- 

Another key link in the safety | workers to do their job safely munity and to the nation. 
chain is a group composed of — should be held to a minimum, but Finally, the safety salesman 
safety inspectors. They may be — instances will undoubtedly arise should endeavor to watch his sales 
full-time inspectors under the di- | when strict and absolute enforce- from the point of view of the pros- 
rection of the safety engineer or ment of safety rules may be neces- _ pect. Most safety sales are made 
they may be specially designated sary. Again, the worker must not — on an individual basis by a sales- 
employees who spend part of their be allowed to be a menace to him- man who is interested in his pros- | 
time on inspection. These men are __ self or to his co-workers. pect and seeks to present his prod- 
“on the production floor” continu- 
ously and are well aware of the 
safety problems which often arise Table 6—SOURCE AND COST OF COMPENSABLE WORK INJURIES 

during a typical working day. It ‘All Disabling Fatal, Perm, | Perm. Partial | Temp. Total 
is their job to note these little Injuries Total Disability | | Disability Disability 

lapses in safety routine and see Source of Injury a ot | BRoe | a ot | B82 | oe ot | ANSE | oe of | ater 
that they are remedied. Mainte- Cases | per | Cases | per | Cases | per | Cases | por 

ase Caso Caso aso 
wanes employees and tool ae at Total wo... ceeeeeeeeees 100.0 $ 730 100.0 $13,707 100.0 $1,583, 100.0 $348 
tendants are a vital part of the in- Handling objects, manual... 22.6 615 189«18.351—9G SSR AB spection team because they are Falls ...eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee = 204 © 1,005 17413,785 18,5 2.469 21.2408 
able to observe and repair or re- Same level ............. 10.4 845814466 9.1950 1.088 

. Different level ......... 10.0 1,193 12.6 13,594 9.3 3,118 10.2 493 
place faulty equipment and _ tools Struck by falling, 

which are potential accident ythinery veces. 1208888 tba ass 83 amb 
causers. Vehicles iiss. ccecsieieeeses TA 1,072 20.7 14,289 TL 2,196 6.9 392 

“4 os . MOOK cvcvesveveverveses 5.0 1,192 18.0 14,304 43 2,298 5.2 389 
The number of inspectors will Other esceeescseeseeene ar 839 27 Ly 4hL 2.8 1,885 17 4d 

depend on the size and type of — Stgppingon, striking gg 329-28 16,888 5.6 61 78154 
the plant. They cannot and should Hand tools .....0-eceeeee 6.1 303 1.5 15,596 81 1012 5g ML 

| not inspect equipment (boilers, Hasitu suvsaiees a5 388 a2 as ii 2014 30 ie 
| autoclaves, digesters, elevators, Elevators, hoists, conveyors 2.2. 1,071 3.6 13,965 38 1,988 15 425 

| ete.) for whieh they ure not Ce tem ge me ome ede nek at 
qualified. ee 

Source: Reports from state labor departments. 

FUNDAMENTAL OF SAFETY “Wage compensation only. 
ORGANIZATION 

The reasons for a safety program The Safety Salesman uct in such a manner that the pros- 
are now evident, and the safety Bad accidents are the best safety pect sees his own wants and 
team has been described. How can galesmen available, but who wants desires tied up in it. 
an_ effective, well-organized safety to hire them? Getting men to work In general, the entire safety sale 
program be put into action? What safely is really a sales job because should be directed to major mo- 

are the essentials of this program? only interest in safety can_ bring tivating characteristics that most 
Grief and financial loss can be spout superior accomplishment. men share in common such as: 
avoided by both employer and em- Since the supervisor or foreman 1. The instinct for self preserva- 
ployee through a well-organized i, jn Glosest contact with the em- tion—few people really real- 
and well-maintained industrial ployee, he is best suited for the ize just how good life is until 
safety program. Table 5 shows that job of salesman—he is more aware they face the prospect of 
member companies of the National of the individual employee and his losing it. 
Safety Council have injury  fre- needs and will be in the best posi- 2. Desire for gain—offer re- 
quency rates and accident severity tion to make the sale. wards to those who have 

rates which are significantly below demonstrated good _ safety 
those of non-member companies. Essentials of a Sound performance or who have 

“Safety Sale” made a good safety sugges- 
Selling Safety What are the essentials of a tion. 

Management must be sold on sound “safety sale”? How can the 3. Desire for praise or distinc- 
safety itself before it can ef- point be best put across? First of tion—public mention, badges, 
fectually offer this worthwhile all, the safety salesman must know engraved pins, letters of com- 
product to the employee. Manage- his product and have a good mendation from a company 
ment always insists upon the — mastery of his subject—this is got- official, can mean a lot. 
sacred three—production, cost, ten by clear thinking, hard study, 4. Fear of disapproval—careful 
and quality—from their em- and attention to detail. workers do not want their 
ployees, so why not add a fourth— Secondly, the safety salesman safety record marred by a 
safety! Therefore, the first step in must convince the potential “cus- careless worker. 
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5. Sense of humanity—nobody — envelopes, and the local news replace them. Campaigns must 
wants to see anyone crippled — media are all effective means for be more than a_ rehearsing of 
or maimed, Remember that — spreading the word. Departmental — the same old stuff; it they are to 
“our brother's keeper” at- and plant standings should be — be effective, they must have an 
titude, colorfully dramatized by auto or — element of freshness in them. 

6. Sense of loyalty to family, horse races, airplane heights, etc. a , . 
friends, and country. which show who’s in the lead by The “Safe Employee” and His Job 

7. Competitive instinct—safety — how much. The man “in the shop” who is 
contests and campaigns. “on the job” is the one who usually 

8. Desire for leadership or Safety Awards gets hurt. What his attitude toward 
power—appointments to of- Awards for winning a safety con- safety and his job is and just how 
fices in safety organizations test are important and do serve a _accident-free his job is will all show 
and presiding at safety meet- purpose. They are an inducement up in the accident records. Em- 
ings and rallies. to continue to work safely and a ployee “positive” attitudes and 

builder of good will. They serve as safe jobs are essential for a suc- 
Again, the key to selling safety is 4 continuing reminder and a basis cessful safety program. 
motivating the buyer; make him for publicity to work safely. 
see his likes, interests, needs, and Awards should be presented at a Employee Attitude Appraisal 

desires tied up in the product. general meeting or at a dinner by What is an attitude? Why are at- 

. a high company official. This in- titudes important in industrial 

Safety Promotion—Contests dicates management’s interest in safety? An attitude is a predis- 

and Campaigns the employees’ safety and does position to respond in a given way; 

A widespread technique for de- much to create a favorable em- an individual will respond to an 
veloping a spirit of rivalry in the ployee attitude. initiating cause in a predetermined 

interests of safety is the safety con- Attractive awards greatly in- manner each time. Attitudes are 

test. The basic classifications of crease and maintain interest in a important! 
competition are interplant, inter- safety contest. These awards cost Attitudes can be positive or neg- 

departmental, intergroup, intra- only a fraction of the medical com- ative. A worker with a_ positive 
plant, and intradepartmental. Var- pensation and related costs due to safety attitude is usually manage- 

ious types of sweepstakes and a single serious injury. Some sug- ment oriented and will comply 

raffles can be devised which base gested awards are: with safety regulations and do 

participation on individual safety 1. Expense-paid vacations. everything in his power to make 

practice, 2. Cash and bonds. the safety program a big success. 

Safety contests are run purely 3. Sports equipment—boats, A negative attitude usually brings 

for their interest-creating value. guns, golf clubs, etc. out just the reverse. A worker with 

Competition is taken on only after 4, Household items—TV’s, a negative attitude may comply 

the basics of a safety program washers, dryers, power mow- with safety regulations only to a 
(record system, equipment  safe- ers, etc, minimal degree because he sees 

guarded, first-aid department, 5. Cups, plaques, and trophies. these regulations as a hardship im- 

etc.) have been installed. Contests 6. Engraved pins and medals. posed on him by this or that boss. : 

are based on accident experience 7. Day off with pay. Most likely, this hostile action will 

and are operated over a_ stated 8. Dinners. generalize over all of his actions at 

period such as six months or a year, Remember—awards that are reall work and, if he can, he will try 
with a prize for the group having : thwhil ill b » worth a aan to breed this same kind of con- 

the best record according to the hon ae © a h i worry wt he tempt in other workers. 
rules. Contests should not be On they will e’p maintain the Negative attitudes are unsafe— | 
based on reduction of reported employees’ interest. they must be changed. The first 

first-aid injuries because this will Safety Campaigns step in changing a negative attitude 

only Keep, some employees from A word about safety campaigns. is 0 SERBS that a Dersons at 
secking needed medical treatment. Webster defines a campaign as titude is a deep-seated conviction 

One popular method of deter- «a series erati ig Which he firmly believes is right popule ...a series of operations to bring d tr : . : + 
mining a safety contest winner is j : » and true, no matter what proof is § a sarety s : about some result. . . .” Safety ffered he cénttary: After that 
to base standings on percent im- ‘ampaiens are out to achieve a  cucted to the contrary, sAtter that, ? campaigns are out to ac & 4 aes OF bulldins WHEW. At. 
provement over past records, This specific result. it Ig a Pracess 0: 8 

equalizes the differences between Safety campaigns are most. ef- titudes favorable to safety through 
: fe i y campaigns a special safety training and edu- 

departments which are inherently fective when a_ special situation A: SPECS) y ning 
more hazardous than others. arises which necessitates a general cation program which helps the 

quickening of safety interest Le. worker see his wants, needs, and 

Contest Publicity Tasty in wearing safety goggles. Giosinas Sie wp th cath. | 
The safety contest must get Annual campaigns such as “Clean- Attitude Surveys 

plenty of publicity if it is to get | Up Week” and “Fire Prevention Before action on attitudes can be | 
plenty of participation. Company Week” help to focus attention on taken, they must be determined. 
newspapers, bulletin boards, a specific problem, but they should Safety surveys help determine the 
posters and placards, displays of | only supplement persistent acci- reasons for attitudes so that a 
safety equipment, messages in pay dent prevention programs and not process of education through word 
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If till think glass is just gl you still think glass is just glass, 

a 2 “4 eae 

ask Woods Hole. 

Now glass can do what metals can—and more. Much more. properties at missile speeds. Be a heat exchanger in a gas tur- 

Ask Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. bine engine. Save weight without sacrificing strength. Con- 

For years, the only way to get a sample of the ocean’s floor duct or insulate. Bend. Not bend. Break. Not break. Melt. 

was to lower what they call a “bottom corer” on a wire and Not melt. Do whatever you want it to. It is the most versatile 
then laboriously haul it up again. Not any more. Now a basic engineering material. 

“Boomerang Corer”— made for Woods Hole by Benthos, Inc. For solutions to their problems, industry and government 

—is simply tossed overboard and allowed to plunge freely. are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the glass-master. 

When it slams into the ocean floor, it drives a sample of sedi- We are widely diversified, internationally based, and have 

ment into a hollow tube inside the corer. one of the most daring, expert and imaginative engineering 

The impact releases two glass spheres that can do what staffs. Plus, a marketing principle that concentrates on devel- 
most hollow metals can’t: withstand the tremendous pres- oping products only in areas where a need exists and no prod- 

sures at the bottom of the ocean. They tug the tube loose and uct does. 

float it to the surface. A flashing beacon inside one of the Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity, and ad- | 

spheres pinpoints its location for the waiting ship. vancement are invited to write to Career Development Man- | 

Today glass can be made to maintain constant electrical ager, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Table 7.—PREVALENCE OF PERMANENT IMPAIRMENTS DUE TO INJURIES 8. Have the skill necessary for 
(Figures in Thousands) the work. 

EEE 9. Know the limits of strength 
Type of Impairment | Total eee es —____ of materials. 

| Werk | tome _fitoving atv] Other 10. Know the properties or ac- | 
TOE crews recenenommers nse Rnasenne ee 10,670 3,516 2,989, 1,646 2,319 tions of chemicals with 

ViRUEY) serssannenwsntnessinamsatnieentiac sine 570 150 231 55 124 - : 
Absence of fingers, W868. a BO EBB WAIN he WES WORM) 
Absence of major extremities. ...0.00000001 196 78 38 39 a 11. Use good, common sense. 
Lower extremities and proves kat BB ¢ . 

Fede ane one ia «|e RR Only: if’ the: real: cause? of ‘an. acci: 
Other ea 3 a 33 8 dent issactually and accurately de- 
a: ~——termined can another accident of 

| sata Spurge: National Health SU ae oaee abe univer 6, U. S. Department of Health, Education similar nature be prevented. 

| Organizing Against Accidents 

| and action can be designed to at- was not aware of what would hap- and Injury 
| tack the real problem, not what ap- _ pen if he immersed his hand in the Formal organization for safety 

pears on the surface. seemingly harmless fluid of an and against accident and injury is 

What type of surveys are to be ultrasonic cleaner even for a few positive thinking—don’t give the 
run? How are they to be run? Full- seconds. He did so. The result—a —_ accident a chance to happen. Posi- 
time safety inspectors are able to completely incapacitated hand tive thinking begins with proper 
observe and sound out the at- which needed over four years to safety training and education; it is 
titudes of the men they become so achieve only partial recovery. carried on by effective safety in- 

familiar with. Workmen_ usuall . an . spection. 
talk freely with their fellow worl. Accident Investigation and Analysis : 

ers; the workers on safety com- No accident is a total loss if it Safety Training Programs 

mittees should be able to pick out is_ thoroughly investigated and Unsafe conditions and wiisafe 

unsafe attitudes. The plant nurse analysed, for after finding the real ots are the result of human failure. 
can determine what the attitudes cause of a mishap, recurrence can gince safety ig a man-made condi- 
are of those she treats without ob- be prevented. . tion, education in the techniques 

viously trying to do so, just by Accident investigation should og safety is an essential. The prin- 
carefully listening to their gripes begin as soon after the accident cipal tool for combatting unsafe 
and groans about the shop. as possible because the passing — Gonditions is the education of man- 

Suggestion systems and ques- of time tends 0 erase and color the agement people, they are responsi- 

tionaires are also effective sound- _ facts of an accident. The analyst On ple for their departments. 
ing boards. Those who take the the case should be conpletely im- 

time and effort to fill out a ques- partial, impersonal, and be willing Training the Supervisor 

tionaire are those who are usually to concentrate only on the facts. Education and safety training of 

safety conscious, hence their He should not try to hang the the all-important safety leader, the 
thoughts and observations should blame on anyone, this will only su samviear ie highl i cn 
be carefully considered. A perfect cove: UP the real facts of the case. ae ee cease: 6 First of 

example of an effective question- ie tan a Ve ances must all it ansqats him with the com- 
aire appraisal is the Westinghouse be specifically determined. Was at satis accident revention polic 
Safety Inventory. This inventory is a failure of machine or man? Both? nd. makes him een that ae i 

carri¢d out following the year-end If machine, why? If man: why? res sonsible for preventing acci= 
stock inventory. Each workman is Just plain carelessness? Never!!! dents ‘Tt » evden tein with saetal 

carnestly requested to take stock Explain away an genident as information on accident Paes 
of his job, fill in the questionaire, gust Bae Suslenness i peer te and prevention and gives him ‘an 
on ite: 1 it in. The answers , but if a man was careless, he MS . : 

sea questions gives clues and PrObably had amore definable opportunity to consider cowvent ac. sy) : weakness cident prevention problems. It 
solutions to much-needed reform helps him gain skill in safety in- 

and action. He didn’t: struction, accident investigation, 

Job Safety Appraisal 1. Do what he should have and job safety analysis 80 that he 
done. can do the “safety job” in his 

Safety appraisal of each job in 2. Use safe work methods. department. 

the plant by trained safety person- 3. Pay attention to what he or These objectives for supervisor 
nel is an integral part of the entire the equipment was doing. training can be gotten through 
safety program. The purpose of job 4. Use tools or equipment training by conferences, personal 
safety appraisal is to eliminate or properly. instruction, work projects, and se- 
control unsafe actions and unsafe 5. Wear personal protective lected reading material. It may 
conditions. clothing. take a little extra time and effort, 

The worker must not be exposed 6. Think ahead and_ plan _ his but the smart supervisor knows 
to any unnecessary risk and he actions. that this little investment will pay 
must be fully aware of any hazards 7. Know his own physical capa- him big dividends both conscience- | 
to which he is exposed. One worker bilities or limitations. wise and production-wise; his de- 
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We assist America in its pursuit of peace — 

We Serve Science in its pursuit of new knowledge. 
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Que: New MEXIC! 

pL BuQue®! 

If you are graduating with outstanding scholastic achieve- 

ment in engineering or the physical sciences, we would 

like to talk with you about our future ... and yours. 

Of particular interest are Masters’ level candidates in 

the fields of Electrical Engineering and Mechanical i 

Engineering. 

A Sandia Recruiter will be on your campus . ‘ Os 

March 1, 2, 3 yas 

A BELL SYSTEM SUBSIDIARY / CONSIDERATION IS BASED ON QUALIFICATIONS, WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, COLOR, CREED OR NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
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partment will be more productive Table 8.—TYPES OF ACCIDENTS CAUSING IMPAIRMENTS OF 
because it is a safer place to work LIMBS, BACK, TRUNK (All Figures in Thousands ) 

itt: a 
” oneeteite | rotat | Back | Extremities | 

ini peo: ident a UK, |. eee : 
Training the Employee ee | am | Spine Lower | Upper | Ouse 

Training for the employee is Total® oo. eeeeeceeceeneeqeeenererens 2,258 Bul 733 538 1 
aimed at influencing his behavior BAUS vvemenees nesgenennietantin came nninsmaeen 633 231 241 105 25 

_ . From stairs, steps, heights. ..1..1100.01. 394 Ue 155 61 35 
. and thus eliminating unsafe acts. Other veel iecevecceecaueteeucceueconece 239 88 86 4 . 

ae . One-time lifting, overexertion. vi 370 292 3 * « 
These training programs should be Struck by moving object... 279 65 120 2 : 

. . : Machinery in motion....0000000//000IIIIE a9 31 bt xe : 
designed to develop an interest in Moving motor vehiclo...01))) III 226 89 ST * “ 

ratacee gg : Caught between objects..1111., III 79 * 29 36 * 
eliminating accidents and an alert- Twisted or stumbled.....00000000 6 30 40 * . 

; ne 7 Other v.evvcsessssssssssecssesessesesseseees 213 * 82 67 * 
ness to unsafe conditions. They RE ee IN A Ee re 
should aid the employee in de- Source: See footnote to table above. 

“ailina a me hiis ° a *Figure indicated by the survey sample does not mect standards of reliability. 
vo loping the ability to do a job **Totals exceed sums of separate items due to estimating methods. 
safely without any departure from 

established safety practices. early discoverable faults which can 9. Preventing fire. 
; Safety Inclusion Programs be cured quickly with a little com- 10. Safety off-the-job. 
Proper education of the em- mon sense. They usually are suffer- ; 

ployee begins at the time of em- ing from some physical condition Remember! Accidents are _ pre- 
ployment, before the employee such as a lack of stamina for the Ventable and safety training is a 

begins work. 7 new employee job or poor vision. Oftentimes, a form of positive prevention be- 
needs to learn that ae te social conflict such as a family cause it stops accidents before they 

insists upon safe procedure by problem is the cause. A few words can happen. 
each and every person employed. with the plant nurse, safety en- 

7 must ne that aa can gineer, or department supervisor Safety Inspection Systems 
Te preventer i unsafe cone itions usually brings any extenuating cir- Just as inspection of parts is an 

ee c mst 7 he pe cumstances to light. important function in quality con- 
_ nied its ee a pe me ‘i fas Often, just telling an employee trol, safety inspection is a vital tool 
earned its “safety operational pro- . : ‘ 
eure? 3 : y te a ‘i a : ° that he has a greater tendency to in accident control. Inspections are 
take a 4 oateh g ne to be accidents may help him realize not conducted primarily to deter- 
ake any job which appears e : : ‘ : 

sate He A 1 APE F. . ae ‘t shortcomings which he never mine how many things are wrong, 
a Oe os howe mckut £4 Fepor thought he had. If this tendency but rather, they are conducted to 
all injuries, however slight, because : aie Wamiwe Hh ARAMA © : 

little injuries which are not cared persists, ‘psychiatric treatment«may determing if everything, including 
for all oe ofte 1 beam maior in be in order. A worker must never employee practices is satisfactory. 

r all tc *n become major in- . be ‘ : 
ae te . } be allowed to be a hazard to him- Before any inspection is con- 
juries because of infection, ; —<— fe ‘ 

A ir . eatery Gnduct | self or to those around him. ducted, it is a wise practice to 

# Al a oT, y ttt He sealives analyse and review accident rec- iF All usually wet the € ‘is . : 
ae y if She . ' s toe oyes Safety Courses ords of previous years so that » rig safety-wise : . . ° on re righ ee a ety-wise. Sal . special attention can be given to 
replaceme sicals are es- e o ses. are : replacement physicals re “ are training courses are’ those areas which ave known to 

sential; both the company and the usually very popular with em- hy accident-producers. 
new employee must know what ployer and employee alike. First- A safety inspecti be d 
jobs he may or may not be suited aid training has inherent interest a > fe y_mspec fie read pe ‘h 

: . : : signe: as e ch 
for. Company policy can best be — for employees because they rec- a a 4 1. a ie de ne 4 for 
demonstrated in an_ introductory ognize this as something of real as wife t fc ts Seer, ona 

speech by an influential company value; it also makes them less ned i fi “ ENCE: ears ae h 
executive. A half of a day, or a likely to have an accident. NBDE oO seer — HONS which 

whole day, just devoted to intro- Trained first-aiders are a real asset — S€TV® @ Variety OF purposes. 
ducing the employee to basic in the plant because they can save Periodic inspections are those 
safety routine and safety equip- a lifel!! which are made at fairl yregular 
ment by means of movies, demon- Safety sessions which cover a intervals. The periodic general in- 
strations, exhibits, and selected, variety of subjects will attract dif-  spection should cover the most re- 
limited safety reading will go a — ferent segments of the working mote corners ofa plant in addition 
long way in impressing upon him force. Some suggested session sub- to those places where nobody ever 
the fact that this company really jects are:® visits or gets hurt.” Some periodic 
means business!!!! . inspections are to be made at regu- 

In short, induction programs pay 1. Accidents are preventable. lar specified intervals. Equipment 
off! This is a form of positive 2. Discovering accident causes. such as boilers, elevators, unfired 
thinking because it stops the ac- 3. Good housekeeping. pressure vessels, and_ fire-fighting 

cident before it has a chance to 4. Safe materials handling. equipment are required by law to 
happen. i : have regular, periodic inspections. 

5. Guarding danger points. wnt : 
; ; Fire inspections should be made 

Accident Repeaters 6. Preventing falls. at regular, specified intervals; fire 
Some people have ten to twenty 7. Personal protective equip- is one of the greatest hazards to an 

times as many accidents as others. ment. industrial plant. The inspections 
These people are usually victims of 8. Care of injuries. should include water tanks, sprin- 

| 
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Allison —-J 
eT Mme eer oT een 

[ae ee eC eS ee: 

Through these doors passes some of the finest 

Engineering & Scientific talent in the country 

This is the main entranceway to Allison’s 217-acre 

R&D complex...a complete facility for the design and 

development of advanced aerospace and power trans- 

mission products. Accelerated activity in military pro- 

jects—coupled with an expanding volume of work in 

the commercial field—opens challenging opportunities 

for young engineers in this creative climate at Allison. 

Perhaps there’s a place for you on this Allison-GM 

team. Talk to our representative when he visits your 

campus. Let him tell you what it’s like at Allison, 

the Energy Conversion Division of General Motors. 

Or, send for our brochure describing the opportunities: 

Mr. R. C. Martz, Personnel Director, Allison Division 

of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana. An equal 

opportunity employer. 
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kler systems, standpipes, hoses, ex- stumble hazards, loose materials, The joint labor-management 
tinguishers, and all other equip- faulty steps, insecure scaffolds and committee, usually composed of 
ment used for fire protection. All faulty ladders, and unguarded — equal numbers of labor and man- 
means of egress from the building — openings are all hazards of great agement, also acts mainly in an ad- 
and all warning systems must be — magnitude. visory capacity. A key point in this 
thoroughly inspected. Another form of special inspec- organization is that, in order to 

Every plant should have a con- _ tion is the night inspection. Two — avoid controversy, nothing but 
tinuous inspection system operat- or three-shift plants should have safety may be discussed at their 
ing throughout the year. A good occasional night inspections be- meetings. 

way of accomplishing this is to cause safety conditions vary con- The foremen’s safety committee 
have selected employees spend all siderably after dark, due to the use is usually found in small or 
of their time observing and_ in- of artificial illumination. The in- medium-sized plants. This com- 
specting certain equipment and spector should be certain that all mittee is generally made up of 
operations. This method makes — work areas have adequate illumi-  foremen from several or all de- 
men so familiar with a machine or nation. Moving hazards which can partments with the superintendent 

process that they are able to point be seen in daylight must be just as or works manager at the head. This 
out potential hazards long before plainly seen at night. Accidents is a general purpose committee in 
they can cause an accident. can happen at any time—day or some cases; in others, it supple- 

Another good method of having night! ments the activities of the plant 
continuous inspections is to select central or executive committee. 
svi pe a the SAFETY COMMITTEES AND The departmental safety com- 

tervals. The job is rotated on the en ees mies: “transforms the company Sows Sink ech coma oe will Formal organization of any sort safety policy into action at the 

make a definite contuibation to the for any reason usually involves  opetating aslo 2s tl is and cafiitie. £ the entire slant. ies committees and meetings for direc- guides departmental safety activ- 
Sargiy§ OF te enure psa €s  tionvand effectiveness. ities, checks for compliance with 
pecially to the safety education of safety rules, investigates accidents, 
employees. . . i Safety Committees and makes safety inspections. It is 

couules, ne pirators walks shows portant member of the safety ment head, his foremen, and some 
BOBB CS, respirators, satery body. Its basic function is to create of the workers. gloves, and other safety clothing ae : > r . 7 . Kf a. and maintain interest in safety and The workmen’s committee is the 
and protective devices is essential. ; oe 8 ; 

ot to reduce the number of accidents _ last link in the chain of safety or- Men depend on these items to . . : tye 7 : : a by inspecting, educating, formulat- ganization, and the final medium 
keep free from serious injury and ‘ . . i noth et ; * sossible death ing policy, and improving the co- of distribution of plant safety activ- 
Poss _ operative spirit between manage- ities. It is usually composed of the 

Special inspections are intended — ment and labor. Committees usu- foreman and his workers; the 
to serve special purposes. They are ally provide an opportunity for free | workmen membership should be 
required when new equipment or discussion to air out safety prob- rotated so that all will gain ex- | 
processes are installed; new facili- lems. The committee must be made perience on the committee. The 
ties are constructed or old ones up to have prestige; a governing function of this committee is 
remodeled; for accident investiga- | committee should include key ex- chiefly accident investigation and 
tion; or during special campaigns — ecutives such as the production elimination of hazards. 
such as fire prevention week, waste manager and master mechanic. 

elimination campaigns, or other The committee should not be so Safety Meetings 
special programs. Whenever there large as to become unwieldy, and Safety meetings are held to 
is a suspected health hazard, a — each of its members should have rare 

cat a i : : create and hold the interest of the 
special inspection should be made definite, definable duties. : — 

3 fe ae . : . employees in safety as well as to to determine what it is. This may The plant central committee is ; . ‘ . : : : : ee consider group safety programs. 
involve air sampling for toxic the arm of the chief executive, it . ° ‘ 

: ‘ : : 3 i i : The secret of successful safety 
fumes in dust, testing of materials is designated as the executive or 4 ; 

. . a : . : 4 ; meetings is that they must be 
for toxic properties, or testing policy-making committee. It is the 

a : ‘ . . planned, run, attended, and fol- 
adequacy and efficiency of ventila- top safety policy-making group at 1 . 9 

; i ow Loca  Quenes : : owed-up not by the safety engi- 
tion and exhaust systems. Special the plant level in multiplant opera- : 

t —— : : ene . . neer, but by the man who gets 
equipment for these tests is usually tions and the main governing body : : 

‘ : Cd ; hurt! Worker involvement in 
available through the state indus- in single plant operations. It should ; : 

: 4 a : safety meetings is a must for suc- 
trial hygiene division or from in- be composed of such men as the ; . 

: . ‘ : cess. The meetings are of all types 
dustrial hygienists employed by in- general manager, safety director, i 

2 Pee ? none and sizes and they too, can be de- 
surance companies. company physician, supervisors, : se 

a a ane race i : . s signed for a specific need. Regular special inspections for and a union representative. The | 
conditions causing falls should be — duties of this committee are to . 

ees ' Sad 3 Mass Meetings 
made. Statistics show (see Tables form training and job procedure 
6 and 8) that falls are one of the policy as well as supervise safety A special occasion-special pur- 
largest causes of accidental death. education. It acts mainly in a con- pose meeting is the large mass 
Slippery, wet, worn and oily floors, sulting and advisory capacity. (Continued on page 56) 
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g Ten years ago we were making only a handful of relatively simple 
z semiconductor devices for a limited number of applications. 
s Today, with highly advanced and exotic processes, we are pro- 

8 ducing hundreds of different and sophisticated semiconductors 

2 — for thousands of applications. Our technicians can now control 
a material composition down to the molecules with precise regu- 
& lation of impurity levels—and on a daily production line basis. 

= This we call PERFORMANCE. 

8 Five years ago we produced semiconductor packages the size of 
a pencil eraser that replaced the big glass vacuum tubes in your 

radio. Today we're making sophisticated semiconductors that per- 
form giant-sized tasks — yet fit on a soupspoon like grains of rice. 

We call this MINIATURIZATION. 

Drop the old time vacuum tube and it would smash. Its parts 
wore out pretty regularly too. Shake it or shock it beyond rela- 

tively modest limits and you were in trouble. Now you can launch 
a space vehicle with thousands of semiconductor components to 
go all the way to the moon and back . . . and make it go back 
around all over again. And a couple of times more after that. 

That’s RELIABILITY. 

Shake ’em, shock 'em, squeeze ’em or freeze ’em—today’s elec- 
tronic devices have got to be able to take it . . . and perform. 
Motorola makes them as though they’re a matter of life or death. 

Sometimes they are. 

TRUST THIS EMSIGNIA (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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We’re sending some of our representatives back to school 
They won’t be matriculating but The NASA Gemini has set new re- 

they’ll be studying ways to have cords in space, laying the ground- 
some lengthy talks with you. work for exploration of the moon and 

Their assignment is to search out it is being readied for new assign- 

graduates who have the talent and ments with the Air Force. 

Ee om hand le a If these projects strike sparks with 
assignments an le eterminauon: your imagination you’re in good 
to do a job better than most. ae 

The vitality of McDonnell is ap company... the top scientific and en- 

cn ineering tal in the nation. 
parent by the headline-making gineering talents in the nation 
strides it has taken in spacecraft, air- For more information see your : 
craft, electronics and automation. College Placement Office 

MCDONNELL. 
P.O. Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri 63166, 

A PLANS FOR PROGRESS COMPANY AND 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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: Twenty- five hundred dollars 

in cash award ~ incash awards 

to engi i d 

metallurgy student e sy students. 

The Forging Industry Educational and Research Foundation announces a $2,500 award | 

competition for the best paper on the subject “The Principal Technical Development Needed | 

by the Forging Industry in the Next Decade.” First prize, $1,000, plus eight other awards | 

totaling $1,500. 

Competition is open to senior and graduate engineering and metallurgy students. Length of the | 

paper, 3,000 to 3,500 words. 

| Winner and his faculty advisor will also receive an all-expense-paid trip to Colorado Springs, 

Colorado, where the award presentation will be made at the 1966 meeting of the Foundation. 

For full details fill in and mail the coupon or write: 

The President 

Forging Industry DR RE 
e Address oe a 

Educational 
and Research Schoo 

Foundation a 
55 Public Square ¢ Cleveland, Ohio Faculty Advisor 
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CAN 
COMPUTERS STILL HAVE psychological problems, both of — already made the computer an in- 

LOTS TO LEARN theory and practice, must be — dispensable partner in information 

Secu Sven ly meee Bye aay solved,” he said. retrieval, linguistic analysis, con- 
Considerable research is re \ : e : & analy 

quired before computers will be Said Dr. Simmons: “Language  cordancing, and stylistic and con- 

capable of providing detailed an- processing researchers have a tent analysis. 

swers to. sophisticated questions dream and a goal: the dream is “Although fascinating linguistic 

the annual meeting of the Amer- that we can understand language — gadgetry is available on comput- 

ican Association for the Advance- well enough to instruct an inani- ers, the solid contribution so far ‘ 

ment of Science wae told recently. mate computer just what to do in lies in this well-developed capa- 

De Robert Simmons, head of the every linguistic situation; the goal bility of word counting and 

Languawe Processing and Retrieval is to make the recorded verbal indexing. 
Staff at System Devald sient CK product of millions of thinkers “Linguistic gadgets and_ their 

soni aid hat ao avencital easily available via large com- descendents will eventually fit to- 

real of. lanai awe-procassinie re puters to anyone who needs some gether into a complex system— 4 

sear. ae the development of highly portions of it.” perhaps beyond our present 

i slitstivnced question-answering Those computers, he said, must dream. But it won’t happen tomor- 

saosin ‘ dues “ 8 eventually be able to analyze ques- row, nor next year, nor for at least 

a | . tions and text from several lan- some several or many years to 

These systems, said Dr. heed guages into some basically mean- come. More gadgetry is needed, 

mons, would accept natura ‘lan- —jngful structure. Furthermore, they and far more understanding is re- 
guage questions, search a multi- must be able to synthesize from quired,” Dr. Simmons said. 
lingual library for pertinent factual that structure answers, essays, 

text, translate and generate essays translations, etc., in any of several SIX NUCLEAR DETECTION SATEL- 

that answered the question at any natural languages. LITES NOW IN ORBIT 

desired level of detail, Dr. Simmons cautioned that A pair of Vela Nuclear De- 

Dr. Simmons showed that up to synthesis is required “lest we build tection Satellites, successfully 

now, researchers have been able to a gigantic parrot, clever enough at launched last July, provide the U.S. 

produce simple question-answering reflecting precisely what has been a total of six nuclear monitoring 

programs, rudimentary language recorded, but as frustrating as a spacecraft. Velas 1 and 2, orbited 

translations, and computerized es- tape recording in its mindless, in- in October 1963, are still function- 

say writers. However, _these sys- discriminate unreeling of unrelated ing and remain the longest con- 

TOs ane highly-inventive linguis- facts.” tinuously operating spacecraft yet 

tic gadgetry that is: still far from At present, the strongest existing orbited by any nation. Velas 3 and 

practical usefulness. machine capability for language 4 were launched in 1964 and also 

Before this “gadgetry” can be ap- processing is that of counting and continue to watch for clandestine 

plied to function as a useful sys- indexing words of a text. This capa- _ nuclear tests. 

tem, “linguistic, semantic, and bility, Dr. Simmons reported, has The Vela program took on in- 
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creased significance with the sign- _ of the nation’s engineering leaders _ distribution, rather than of a “short- 
ing of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty — on a continually worsening prob- age.” The United States has suf- 
in 1963. With the Vela satellites lem: ficient water to serve its millions, 

the Department of Defense can How to preserve our water sup- but the most generous supplies are 
maintain a space-based arms con- plies at a time when expanding in areas of the least population. 

trol system to detect and identify business, industry and population Thus, they say, the problem is 
nuclear explosions at high altitude demand ever more. one of engineering and technology 

: and in space. The program also The 1966 conference will be to economically collect, transport, 

marks the first use of an incentive held May 15-21, with Denver en- treat and distribute the resource to 
contract for the development of gineer David E. Fleming of Ket- those points where it is needed 
satellites. Under this contract, chum, Konkel, Ryan and Fleming — most—in the great urban areas 

TRW has been awarded added as convention chairman. Olin where tens of millions of people 
profits due to the performance of — Kalmbach of Tipton and Kalm- congregate. 

| tts satellites. This type of contract bach, Inc., is program committee In various committee programs 
Is seeing Increasing use In defense chairman. during the week, the engineers will 
and space programs 0 stimulate Engineers active in water re- study such issues as river basin 
Contractor’ 'COst, quality, and de- sources planning consider the prob- planning; the East-West water 
livery performance. lem to be one of transportation and conflict and how to solve it; inter- 

The Vela satellite is a sym- 
metrical icosahedron, 54 inches in 
diameter. Eighteen of the 20 sur- 
faces are covered by solar cells, 
and X-ray detectors are mounted 
at the 12 corners. Other instrumen- Cre ——— HEAT SHIELD 
tation, including gamma ray and fis 
neutron detectors, is carried inside q BE 
the satellite. A central magnesium \2 LZ] niocvean DETECTION SATELLITE 
cylinder supports a solid propel- ZG 

lant motor and the alominuc sono. SEIS OP INTERSTA G Braces > 
ture. Each spacecraft weighs about BSS i 
500 pounds when launched and SX Za 
about 300 pounds after firing its WS SN BP 
orbit injection motor. Ss , -——— NUCLEAR DETECTION SATELLITE 

Two Vela satellites, connected \ > = 

by a spin-up interstage, are carried INTERSTAGE 6s 

by the Atlas-Agena D launch ve- LPs 
hicle. Each spacecraft is placed in </ENS 
an approximate 60,000-mile  cir- 
cular orbit, phased about 180 de- 
grees apart. The most recent Vela 
launch also included a third pay- 
load, a 12-pound environmental re- 
search satellite developed to meas- 
ure radiation and test materials in 
the space environment. AGENA D ——| 

ASCE WATER CONFERENCE 

THIS SPRING 

The eyes of a nation made 

abruptly water conscious will be on 
Denver next spring when Colorado : ‘ 
is host to more than 1,000 water Nya /| 
engineers whose job it is to assure { CC | L. 
an enduring supply of the precious AFT SECTION ——| Se | ERe EJECTOR 
resource, 

/| iy 

The Fourth ASCE Water Re- eae 
sources Engineering Conference WE rie] @ 
follows by a year the most critical CRA bo 
water shortage in the nation’s his- | =F Y ERS. IN EJECTED POSITION | 
tory. o as 

The American Society of Civil NOZetE 
Engineers organized the water re- —Courtesy TRW Systems 

sources conferences in 1962 an. ain A pair of Vela Nuclear Detection Satellites is shown mounted atop the Agena second 
effort to focus the combined talent stage. A third spacecraft, an environmental research satellite, also was orbited. 
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state planning; power plants and reclamation commissioner, and Dr. agencies, colleges and universities 

multi-purpose projects, desalina- Maurice Goddard, commissioner of and private engineering firms. 4 

tion of sea water; flood control and the Pennsylvania Department of Cooperating in the 1966 confer- 

urban land use; earth, rockfill and Forest and Waters. Dominy will — ence are nine engineering groups 

concrete dam design; and new con- speak for the West, Dr. Goddard and allied organizations. 

cepts in water treatment. for the East, with the debate . . 
1 \ . : . : ; These include the American 
Frank C. DiLuzio, director of monitored and summarized by Ray A - - 

2 ar Does wa se sart Geophysical Union, the American 
the Office of Saline Water in Wash- Linsley, dean of engineering at me . i 
. Siege . ; . 5 arct Meteorological Society, American 
ington, D.C., will preside at a May Stanford University. Public Health Association, Amer. 
17 session on progress in convert- Other speakers and guests will ow 5 : " ” ie seul al en i" 

ing sea water to fresh. include William J. Hedley of St. reap Gesko ° 1 Erol vet penal 

Papers will be presented the fol- Louis, national president of ASCE; — NCers, “00 logical Society of Amer- 

lowing day on the proposed con- Lt. Gen. William F. Cassidy, chief "© International _Commission on 

struction of dual-purpose power of Army Engineers; Chief En- Irrigation and Drainage, US. Com- 

and desalination plants, including — gineer Bernard P. Bellport of the — mittee on Large Dams, Society of ‘ 

one to be located in Israel. Emil Bureau of Reclamation; Adm. American Military Engineers and 

V. Lindseth, assistant chief design (ret.) Joseph F. Jelley of Colorado the American Sanitary Engineering 

engineer for the Bureau of Re- Springs, former chief of the Navy's Inter-Society Board. 

clamation, will preside. Civil Engineers and of the Bureau 

The East-West water dispute of Yards and Docks; and_ repre- BRIDGE CABLES PAINTED NO MORE 

will be aired May 16 in presenta- sentatives of the Federal Power qT ; ial Si iva 

tions by Floyd E. Dominy, U.S. Commission and other government ene: AWESOME S1z) nt of Siynigh 
= maintenance men painting bridge 

cables may be a thing of the past 

ee = 79ers with the introduction of a new 
“oe ee Srrr—~—SC | solor-fast plastic coveri syste! 
Boe a ew > |. color-fast plastic covering system 

Soe | ) 2 i |. change in bridge-cable protection 
: , - a | ~=———. since before the Civil War, has 

: ' Co oF | been installed on the just-com- 

oe so =” ( ~——.__ pleted Bidwell Bar Bridge in Cali- 
:  =- — | ~=—_ fornia. Approval for the installa- 
a “ Be cae — |. + + is 
Se. ee een de 2 tion was given by the State of 
a i P note se _ to California Department of Water 

: mi ~~ <e———_sRResources, owners and designers of Ug ee ee esources, owners and designers o: 
ee thee bridge. 

i rs ge a A joint development by Bethle- | ae s Py j 1 ) 
ae Oe Fi : - i hem Steel and du Pont, the new 

a, E Se = et Ye = e plastic system consists of a pro- 

 _ ogee So eee i] / tective covering made from “Lu- 
Eien ee 4 Ss , a y oy i cite” acrylic sirup approximately 4 

aN > Be r)~6—eh | SOUeinch thick, heavily reinforced 

\ae : Las | | | | swith glass fibers. For cables made 
: oe . a | (i of helical bridge strands, poly- 

- | ae a oe a | | seethylene cable filler pieces are 

= “Se > a ; | | ___s used to round out the cable prior 
a ii eT , | |* ee to application of the covering. 

' a cage CE i | | The most important advantage 
= : ei . E 2 | a . 2 

: ' Va. = f§ 2. | of the new covering is the assured 

' | = — (oF watertight protection which it pro- 
ea ys | <I | \ | Te) vides to bridge cables. Other ad- 

7 ¥ xy as ‘ _. f. _ vantages include speedy installa- 

j : ‘Na ih Pd | ____ tion (16 working days for covering 

: NL a ke eo the two ll-inch-diameter Bidwell , 

ae a «Ug bd ig of Bar Bridge cables), handsome ap- 
yO Le a ee i r— 8 =e : oo . + * 
a . bee) —— | - _ | 4 pearance, gritty non-slip walking 

Fs ta / a _ ie = \ surface for inspection personnel, 

eee .. { a . Nee cae \ _ The Old System 

: Courtesy TRW Systems Compare this to the standard 

An engineer examines the Vela Nuclear Detection Satellite. Six of these 500-pound system used for the last century 
icosahedrons have been orbited by the Air Force to monitor possible atomic tests and a quarter for protecting bridge 

in space. cables. Cables made of helical 
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, : : tl. = Dee _— harmed by temperature changes 

| _— Ee or and deflections of the cables. 

; L < eG ~ 7S i The plastic system is not only 

 - << POLYURETHANE KEEPS | 
ae Xe r PIPES CLEAN | 

oe % 4 Water pipes usually are not run 
: ] Tee ee along the exterior of buildings in 

ve \ fC _ cold climates because of the dan- | 

- B be ger of freezing, but special insulat- 

7 a : + — ing techniques made this possible 

ik |. &, a. in Chicago’s newest skyscraper. 

a 2 A cw A The 13,000 linear feet of water 

f oe _ = — 4 se | = pipe in the Equitable Building now 
a -— «4 << =—=—SsSsé«~sénteaaring completion at the inter- 

ms —. oo section of North Michigan Avenue 

: an » ok and the Chicago River are housed 

. -— ‘ 7 in exterior aluminum mullions or 

:  . ‘ Lo! stiles that separate the windows. 

: nog a EY Insulation is provided by poly- 

~~ ._ -~ oe urethane foam, a highly efficient 

Ss of insulating material. The foam has 
Courtesy Bethlehem Steel a k factor of 0.11 compared with 

New plastic covering system for suspension-bridge cables has many advantages: 0.22 for glass fiber and polystyrene 
speedy installation, handsome appearance, true watertight protection of the cables, and 1.00 for cellular gypsum, other 

and mo; maintenance: common insulating materials. K 
factor is a measure of heat trans- 

) bridge strands (the type used for shows its advantages clearly. The mitt and the lower it 8, tlie et 
the Bidwell Bar Bridge ) were first principal advantage lies in the de- ter the insulating material. 

rounded by means of metal filler pendable watertight weather pro- The insulating techniques were 

pieces placed between the outer tection that it will afford to sus- developed especially for the new 
strands, then wrapped with gal- pension-bridge cables building and require the services 

vanized steel wire laid in red-lead The 6 i t . of only two men. One applies the 

paste, and finally given four coats e covering can be tinted to poured-in-place foam. The other 

of paint. match almost any color. Color fad- ses a specially-designed levered 
The machine customarily em- ing of the covering proceeds ex- pressure handle to hold a steel 

ployed to place the wire wrapping tremely slowly, Should the cover- form in place. The reullion cavity 

is complicated and expensive. The ing be damaged, it can be readily serves as the rigid exterior wall of 

unit must be mounted on the cable, repaired with no special tools or the mold. The steel form supports 

loaded with wire, and adjusted so equipment. The granular outer the expanding foam in the interior 

that the wire will be wrapped un- surface of the covering provides areas. A minimum depth of %4- 

der specified tension. At every sure footing for inspectors walking inches of foam exists between the 

cable band—usually every 25 feet the cables, and also assures attrac- pipe and the outer foam surface. 

or so—the unit must be disassem- tive appearance of the coating sys- | The two-man crew is capable of 
bled, “jumped” over the cable tem. There is no need for any applying the foam at the rate of 

band, reassembled, and started up painting of the covering since the two to two-and-a-half days per 

again. The workmen are han- pigmented “Lucite” acrylic sirup floor. 
dling heavy equipment at high has built-in” color. Thus, cable Exterior piping was specified be- 

elevations. maintenance costs are greatly re- cause restrictions on the building’s 

The completed wire wrapping is duced, if not eliminated. height made it necessary to mini- 

not necessarily watertight, because The effective life of the cover- mize floor thickness for maximum 

of the strong tendency for cracks ing is conservatively estimated as interior space. Ordinarily the pipes 

to occur between adjacent turns 50 years. are run from a central core riser 

of wrapping wire as the bridge A flexible calking compound is to perimeter-installed air induction 

cable stretches under live load. used to seal water-access areas of units in the floor. This system, how- 

The New System the cable bands for watertightness ever, would have added to floor 

of the cable between sections of thickness. 

A look at the new plastic system covering. The plastic system is not The problem of exterior piping 
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TN of providing artificial gravity is by 
4 ao. a applying centrifugal force to the ‘ 

1 : ~~ A astronaut. 
f iy ay > . NY ‘ Part of a continuing study on the 
toi io 4 effects of rotation on man, the cur- 
; aa a we. rent experiment centers around a 
hee 7 A Se _— specially designed tilt seat mech- 
4 i . ] ) anism that permits putting the test ‘ 

| ak LS : subject at various angles. 
ay qc 4 fal Subjects are required to make 

fe Hd { Pe various head movements from side- 
fr _ ie iy | . _— to-side and up and down to de- 

er hlh!hUlUTUCU A | —- © Seema termine which type of head rota- 
r | oe ioe od iV. _ @ tion is the least disturbing to the . 

eo . eg ok Y° 4 ey a: astronaut’s performance. Such in- 
: | ZF Pala formation is necessary in the de- 

D eer” e eC sae sign of a revolving space station 
gl ge . OO . eae to determine the optimum loca- 

ee. J ae e. N NE A ’ tion of instrumentation. 
DS. be _ (ee _ — The experiment and final report 

y ; = r . eS > will require 10 months to complete. : 

FO ESE —“‘“‘<‘<‘<‘“‘“<‘ Air Station at San Diego. 

—Courtesy Olin The MRSSS is a box-like struc- 
INSULATING EXTERIOR WATER PIPES: Utilizing unique methods developed ture 14 feet long by 8 feet wide by 

by Vierling Steel Works, Chicago, these two workers insulate exterior water pipes 7 feet high. It is suspended on the 
in the new Equitable Building in Chicago with polyurethane foam. One foams the “ , : 
urethane in place with a gun-like device while the other holds a steel mold. The arm of the centrifuge with an 18- 
foam, providing superior insulating characteristics, enabled The Equitable Life Assur- foot radius. 
ance Society of the United States to run water pipes through the exterior mullions of Previous tests have been con- 

its 35-story building long: the Chicago River and save floor space. Opdinarily water ducted with deaf subjects as well 
5g (AES onl & Ce sii : ne : . 

the foot, addngtothethides thetioon 8 test in which four’ engineers 
were subjected to continuous spin- 

was complicated by the fact that NAVY PILOTS TAKE A SPIN ning at 6 RPM for five days. In 
the exterior mullions had to be Tests to aid in determining h all tests the subjects are under cons 
kept as thin as possible for esthetic es . . B now stant observation by a medical of- 
reasons. This resulted in a mini- mach rotation a man can stand and ficer_by means of closed circuit 
mum of space for insulating. aul pala es as he would be television and_bioinstrumentation. 

Further, insulating was compli- aoe eS ‘de a = ‘hai a tke 
cated because the pipes in the mul- Con aie ‘ a a bie: oF Ce ‘ 7 NEW COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
lions ran through complicated con- D var eavisron © enera HAS CAPACITY TO TRANSMIT 
figurations of anchorage devices Ynamues. ; CONTENTS OF 10,000. BOOKS 
and other intermediate supports _ Twenty-four test subjects, all IN 15: MINUTES 
and were hidden behind spandrel Navy fight instructors, will be All the information contained in 
beams between floor and ceiling. whirled for four hours at 12.4 EEYO= a 10,000 volume library can be 
The net result was that when in- lutions per minute In an_experi- transmitted in 15 minutes over a 
sulation had to be applied the ment being conducted for the new experimental communications 
pipes were virtually inaccessible Manned Spacecraft Center, Na- system. . 
once they had been connected and tional Aeronautics and Space Ad- The system can send 3456 tele- 
tested against leakage. ministration, Houston, Tex. phone calls or two television pro- 

With water temperatures in the A simulated spacecraft, called grams over the same transmission 
pipes ranging from 43 degrees F, the Manned Revolving Simulated path using a technique called Pulse 
to 156 degrees F. and with outside Space Station (MRSSS) has been Code Modulation (PCM). 
temperatures often ranging from put on the arm of a giant centri- PCM is already being used com- 
over 100 degrees F. to minus 15 de- fuge which revolves so that the mercially for transmitting 24 tele- ’ 

grees F., properties other than in- “floor” of the simulator spins out phone calls, or comparable 
sulation were required from the in- to 45 degrees. amounts of data, over distances of 
sulating material. It had to com- NASA is undertaking the experi- up to 50 miles on a pair of wires. 
pletely fill the open spaces be- ment as part of a program to gain The new, high-speed PCM sys- 
tween the pipe and outside the information on man’s ability to tem, when fully developed, will be 
walls to prevent condensation. adapt to being whirled as he might —_ able _to transmit voice, television, 
Further, moisture accumulation be in space if it is found that astro- and data signals of the highest 
that might build up in the mul- nauts require artificial gravity to quality from coast to coast over 
lions had to be forestalled. Polyure- overcome the problems of pro- coaxial cable. 
thane provided these properties. longed weightlessness. One means In PCM, the varying electrical 
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signals that represent sound or Boh eel 4 ; a mtienaenl | co Le 
picture information are not sent in aman te Oe = é 

their entirety but, instead, are ee . syrien ear ee se ; / 
| sampled many times a second and eT ae y \ i 

encoded into groups of nine elec- 4 ~ “Pps : & op Lo 
trical pulses. These pulses are sent - Loe i on my. i 

. — | : A Ne 4 i over the cable at a rate of 224 mil- — Ye 9 iy OT S| ’ 4 i oo 
— + ~~ Bf. 2 Boe , a get Pee 

lion pulses per second. — 2 om ( ) \Ee i \@ « i 
Because electrical signals grow = de co : Sox A 

weaker and become distorted as | » Pe ee - Al Meena 
+ «“ | lS ae Z 

they travel, devices called “re- ie XQ hy V4 ay Z ad e 
peaters”, spaced about a mile apart \ ’ | a Pag) 5 ‘ | 
along the route, are provided to ee | 7 = 
regenerate the pulses to full i “S pokes ene 

rs ‘ 5 8 Fo ke y oy teh strength and send them to the next . ep. ie 
repeater. ‘ S i. pow <7) . Co Because pulses are sent, the { Seek fens / oe i 2 i | ee node — ee codes of many different signals— | ow. 2. 7 = oe 

; [_ oof 4 4 : voices, data, and pictures—can be | at “s ~—s | i. 
easily interleaved on the same | ae ieee o * _ 
transmission path. | | esis ceeds a] |. 

At the far end of the line the / pe ene | oe 
UE ee ee i pulses are sorted out and con- | a S08 cari wend 9 se fa. 

i i ALY i ee tiw a verted back into voice and _tele- Poe | cn i \ 
vision signals, and then into sound @ oe ne ' 
and pictures with no loss in quality. | ag? on 

Along the route signals can be co 
added or taken off the main stream [-. 

of pulses aS desired, The perfor m — —Courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories 
ance of this experimental high- . saul fe i a . 6h pales: dn Give “that 
speet M sys indicates that This equipment simulates the jitter (the smearing ou _of pulses in time a 

speed aie ee indica °s “ai would accumulate in a 4000 mile long pulse code modulation system. John Mayo of 

even higher SPECC systems—wi Bell Laboratories observes the effect of this jitter as it is automatically compensated 
greater information capacity—are for in the experimental high speed PCM system. The television picture on the screen 
possible. is transmitted without distortion because of the “de-jitterizing” circuit. 

a ie HOHE 
_ = oe 

aul cs ASPHALT-PAVED 
_- eg crane el — 

= _ ROADS AND STREETS 
"cet ii gf r ae é _—— a Ae—S——*FEsSSttronger... Safer... Smoother... Quieter! 

<_— ie ae C — / - = More economical = Faster to build 
— 2 ma = More durable = No spring-thaw damage 
es / i oe = Maintenance is quicker, = No de-icing salt damage 

_ S / aa 4 easier and costs less = No summer blow-ups 
. . Cre, \ N . oO P : 

s Soe Hi \ \ Se The latest information about modern Asphalt pavements of in- 
oe f i aN LN _ 5 terest to future Civil Engineers, including The Asphalt Insti- / i Ps an . ; Aaa 8. phan / 4 F ie Y y tute’s new computer-derived Thickness Design Method, is con- —— a Se N 2 tained in an extensive portfolio now offered by The Asphalt 2 y Ya 4 ‘ SIV, P : yO Poa’ : Gerd [cco | 7, Institute. To obtain this valuable free library, fill in and mail 

. ya | j §} the coupon below today. 
Sd yy \ —— 
<a? /] LS heel 4) THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE le i 

SS (at \ , ae College Park, Maryland 20740 
yi \ 4 Free Offer to Civil Engineering Students and Professors! 

A Vici | ee * THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland 207402 Veal Y . . : A PROaa S, "i « Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on Asphalt Con- 2 ) / a) | : y y I Rw iy $ struction and Technology. e | ‘a : : 
| SEF e@ NAME ASS OR RANKS 

aaa $ SCHOOL. : 

® ADDRESS. __ : 
8 city STATE. — 3 

| Chee e meer e reer cere cee ere eres ccresessceees 
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Designing this processing unit—one of the health field; a synthetic rubber having both a host of new challenges—and opportuni- 

largest of its kind in the world—was just the resilient qualities of rubber and the ties—for those who set for themselves the 
one of many recent challenges met and manufacturing versatility of plastic; a highest standards of performance. At 
overcome by Shell. And there are many retail marketing installation, the Shell Shell, they include graduates in many 
more waiting to be tackled. Your own Motorlab, for the precise diagnosis of auto- disciplines, particularly engineering, chem- 

future at Shell can involve some of the mobile ailments; and a catalyst for rocket istry, geophysics, physics, geology, mathe- 

most challenging engineering, scientific fuels. matics and business administration. 

and business problems in the world— Shell is experiencing such dynamic Shell representatives will be glad to 

along with many of the broadest career growth that it has become the fourteenth answer your questions about the Shell 
opportunities. largest industrial corporation in the United Companies when they visit your campus. 

The diversity of Shell’s interests is high- States in terms of sales. Growth is bringing You also will receive full consideration if 
lighted by several recent achievements of you send a résumé to Manager, Recruit- 

Shell people in providing new products, a ment Division, The Shell Companies, Dept. 

processes and techniques in the petroleum E , 50 West 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 
and chemical industries. These include: a 10020. An Equal Opportunity Employer 

method of drilling and completing wells in THE SHELL COMPANIES « Shell Oil Com- 
water more than 1,000 feet deep; a medi- WH pany ¢ Shell Chemical Company ¢ Shell Devel- 
cine for the rapidly expanding animal bi opment Company « Shell Pipe Line Corporation. 
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| Computerized Newspapers = Pase viewed on the T. V. type _ terchange is obvious. A newspaper 
(Cinitiaudd frome page 24) viewing screen. network on a TIES System could 

« wcif ial to be displayed The electronic impulse in the have news from any part of the 

I. a cy msi to be displayed en etching beam is the same as the world at fingertip control. Not 

2. Designate column width, page lay- electron beam causing the image only would this system bring m 

out, type font, and size. on the viewing screen, but is at copy, but it could set that copy 
3. Type in additions of his own or ad- much higher energy levels so that into type for printing as fast as the 

ditions he may wish to incorporate métal is actually vemoved frou thé information could flow into the 

from the secondary display screens. plates, An altemute process would editors offes. A combination of 

Display S be a photo-composition method the TIES System and the Diebold 
Secondaty: Display’ screens with similar electron actuation and System would be even more 

The secondary display screens much greater speed. rapid and all encompassing in its 

around the editor’s desk will al- editorial reach. 

low ee casy and ccient feces Results of Diebold System Possibly remote seeming at the 
alternative sources ditoria : 

copy. The sereens will enable the The results of the Diebold Sys- prefents but ath oe _ amprebable, 
editor to: tem will have many effects on to- ne concept oF senaing copy ma 

morrow’s newspaper: terial from outer space. Should we 

1. Review material that spills over begin colonization of that expanse, 

onto other pages. Ls Many newspapers will print copy material from our space 
2. Study original copy before changes simultaneously at a number of pioneers could be relayed as fast 

and unused portions of a story. locations on light presses. ‘ oye 

3. Display background materials from 2. Time of copy from desk to printed as terrestrial transmissions. Our 
the morgue. page will be a few minutes. manned flights to the Moon, Mars, . 

3. Edition to edition changes will be and beyond can be covered first 

Electronic Morgue 2 —_ auige costly. sopenitines han by ue. newspapers when the 

The electronic morgue will re- page images on the screen will be time comes; if tae proper data 
: sue of the present: transmitted directly to printing transmission equipment is planned 

place the morgue of the DISSED plate when the final approval but- for and installed ahead of time. 
the new one will be an electronic ton is touched. This will. make ol 

library. The new morgue will store economical and possible editorial In the sense that communication | 

information by both  electro-me- up to the moment one prints. diminishes distance and uncer- 

chanical and optical means. It will 5. Rubles i“ be abe tor sell tainty, the newspaper industry, 

alo the eto: wl al ad tna yom s—_with the Tatest praducion elp 
1. See displays on his screen of actual in the electronic morgue and trans- oan” more than ever erore, can 

documents, clippings, and_ stories mitted to papers requesting the oa play a leading role in shrinking 
which Have been stored and in fog sion by sending: the:slestronis the world and even the universe! 

*y 5 eae ga ry impulses stored In ie iorgue vila x + 

which have been stored photo- telephone system. It will be a ma- papers and their final selection of 

graphically, chine-to-machine conversation! material for presentation, Max 
3. Indicate to the computer the cate- 6. Partly because of electronic and — Lerner, a commentator on Ameri- 

gory or kind of information which mechanical ability to transmit very Ga caltize, and personalivy has 

he desires and have the computer rapidly and print at several loca wa ce 
select. that information for him. tions, more regional and local said: “. . . what they gather at the 

editions of individual papers will big end of the funnel is often 

Magnetic Tape File exist. hardly recognizable when it 
emerges at the narrow end in a 

The magnetic tape file will hold CONCLUSIONS typical small city newspaper. A 

on tape alll. thes copy for a single Diebold has told the American double process of selection takes 

wdlition or 2. series of editions. If Society of Newspaper Editors that Place: first by the wire service 

1s a part of the central information they “should establish a study editors when they decide what 

system. This file in conjunction group to identify developments in news to get, to hold out, to send 

swith, the keyboard and screen will information technology, to famil- out; by the publishers and editors 

enable the editor to: iarize its members with what it is when they decide what to print, 

1. Print out “hard copy’ of any ma- that this new technology makes given their readers and the availa- 
terial in’ the system by using an possible, and to provide a mech- ble space.” 

alee copicr type of device at the anim whereby editorial imagina- With computerized production 
2, Cul tip for weve apon the dis. tion is exercised in determining just methods there can be less discrim- 

play sereen the makeup of any what it is that the editor wants to ination in news selection. All the 

page do with the technology.” The time facts can be presented and_ the 
to start realizing the capabilities reader can choose for himself. The 

Printing of computer technology is now so decision will be to read or not to 

When an editor is satisfied with that the development of these sys- read, instead of to print or not to 

a page display he can cause it tobe tems will be guided in the direc- print! 

printed by pressing a print button. tions of best service to the news- The adaptation of this new in- 

This will transmit an electron beam paper industry. formation technology will also have 

to an area where a metal plate will The utilization of the RCA TIES — an important role in international 

be etched out to print the same System for news transfer and_ in- (Continued on page 56) 
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Opportunities at Hughes for EE’s—Physicists— Scientists: 

from the ocean floor to the moon...and beyond 
Hughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates 
of the sea... includes advanced studies, research, design, development and produc- CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
tion on projects such as: ® SURVEYOR — unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft February 28, 1966 
for chemical and visual analysis of the moon's surface; @SYNCOM (Synchronous- a 

2 4 4 3 ‘ ‘ : ‘ Learn more about opportunities at Hughes, 
orbit Communications Satellite)— provides world-wide communications with only three our‘educational programs, and the extra 
satellites; @ F-111B PHOENIX Missile System—an advanced weapon system designed benefits Southern California living offers. 
to radically extend the defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; @ Anti- For additional information and literature, 
ICBM Defense Systems — designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy Coney your Callens Placement Director: 
ballistic missiles in flight; © Air Defense Control Systems — border-to-border con- WirsdrdeStmone 
trol of air defenses from a single command center — combines 3D radar, real-time Hughes Field Service & Support 
computer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network; P.O. Box 90515 
© 3D Radar—ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and Los Angeles, Calif. 90009 
bearing data—now in service on the nuclear-powered U.S.S. Enterprise; @ POLARIS Creating a new world with electronics 
Guidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile; | 1 I 

Hydrospace — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfare systems, 1 HUGHES \ 
1 1 

Other responsible assignments include: ATS (advanced technological satellites), TOW (wire-guided, LL -----------~------4 
anti-tank missile system), VATE (automatic checkout equipment), advanced infrared systems, electronic HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
signal processing, Space communications, parametric amplifiers, airborne radar systems, reconnaissance U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
systems, aerospace vehicle development, missile/spacecraft power & propulsion systems...and others. An equal opportunity employer.



Computerized Newspapers companies in the area so that the and resource due to industrial ac- 

(C cost of hall rental, entertainment, — cidents, fatalities, and injuries! 4 
Sontinued from page 54) . 

‘ons. TI ‘ 1 and prizes can be shared. Everybody loses and nobody 

aa r te oy of Both ea This type of meeting has its ad- — wins when an industrial accident 
a »e alate 5 ee a vantages. The family can be occurs. In addition to the attendant 

he Ish ‘ Cle A 8 a can af brought into the act and employees _ heartbreak and sorrow, in 1963, in- 

etter cispe al ‘ eee a can be made to participate by — dustrial accidents cost the Amer- 

computers, re ie dhe e anc having a few as speakers; enter- ican employer $70 for each worker 
ee aa Te ae ae tO tainment can often be provided by — employed by him; the man hurt 

the w ‘l “Ino ‘i The distri apo talented employees—remember, will probably never recover the 

- Emuth ae a and the secret of successful safety wages he lost while off the job. 

ee ail nop. ican ae meetings is worker involvement. Nobody comes out ahead in an 
abate inflamed misconception. The departmental safety meet- industrial accident! 

Automation, taking continued , Scaife ‘ te : sys f 
hi fe tic Biaw apes ing passes information to the de- Effective safety organization will 
righ editorial quality for granted, . : a 

. : 2 partmental — operational — level. stop this needless loss. Accidents 
can get the truth to the masses 7 : : ' : 
fast 2 scouptueumtiitee, 7 iat These meetings, which are held are preventable! Companies must 
ast and accurately, Computerized ye : A 
sroduction svill encdurage. a miuich periodically, must not become dull formulate a good, practical, work- 

! < . abe & and routine; they should not be — ing safety policy and provide the 
vetter understanding of people be- : . ae : 4 

. . . i an occasion for complaining and means to carry it through. Ef- 
cause a true and current. picture : ue C 3 gis 4 

: . cRRLet meant : scolding, but rather, they should fective safety organization requires 
of our democratic society can be bo a . ‘ : 
_ i ° help maintain a positive safety pro- involvement—involvement of . 

presented untainted to other na- ‘ : we 
csunltes’ od gram. A demonstration called every single person in industry; 

tions presently receiving lies and ee » . : : 
half-truths Let’s Pretend”, which was_ in- from the president of the largest 

Lack a he di . f itiated by the Industrial Accident — company down to the newest em- 

a a mn o direction o Prevention Association makes for ployee of the smallest shop! In- 
aes . i © United States Tour. an interesting meeting with com- volvement is important. 
dependence, United States Jour- : sects which still drives . : 
vnaliann can tap foreign markets ical aspects which still drives home Involvement is brought about by 

heretofore untouched: American the importance of eye protection. organization and group function. 

‘consumer goods co ld be saver A blindfolded member of fe Safety campaigns and contests 
consumer Boorse Bever~audience tries to perform simple, — wage effective battles against the 
tised nightly in other newspapers everyday tasks as: 4 . i zi : 

: not a oats sveryday tasks as: foe. Safety inspections reconnoiter 
in Rome, Itay! Barring legislation 5 as the enemy's strongholds: safety 
and tariff restrictions, there is no 1. Putting toothpaste on a tooth- ec: senemiy:s; Strorgnosdsy Saecty 

a a . brush. committees and safety meetings 
reason why the Rome paper could : vas eae if 
NOL FeiprOeAtE 2. Replacing a broken shoe lace. plan and provide direction for the 

ny I oe 3 3. Lighting a cigarette. attack; trained individuals put up 
The function of today’s news- : " he fet ' 

: : : 4, Reading a newspaper!!! the fight. 
paper is one of interpretation—to i ,. 

srovide the “essential” truth as G } : f the d 3 Vigilance and_ persistence are 

S. Fannin Executive Editor of any — he nen needed. Remember. The loss of 
the Chicazo Daily News has said tion! Others as this can be de- life and resource can be prevented 

Our papers today are to gis . thé vised which are interesting and — pecause industrial accidents are 
; ve aan toc a ‘hk moe ~ amusing but yet, dead serious. preventable! 
packground o 4 me et 2 Production huddles are com- END 

To ai * the ha kan : aA t ae . paratively recent developments in won the backen sis : 
i ave Z a DES accident prevention work. Small REFERENCES 

Nae the epU requires ‘IntOrmas group conferences are held at or 1. Association of Casualty & Surety Com- 
tion—information when and where near the workplace. These small panies. Supervisor’s Safety Guide- 

it is needed. Technology will pro- informal meetings are most useful book. New York, NY pera 

vide the conveyance, the speed, 1 . sats ae of Casualty & Surety Companies, 
. ~ > because the individual worker is 1962. 

and the accuracy. Will your paper nost directly involved and specific , ; 
be using it? anos irectly Inve and specilic 2. Berman, H. H., and McCrone, H. W. 

SUNG, Us END topics of immediate importance Applied Safety Engineering. New 

“ can be directly dealt with. The York, NF McGraw-Hill Book 

aR production huddle is very useful Goi, ABS. 
C A . E 3. Blake, Roland, P., et al. Industrial 
for maintenance crews just before PG SO s Brenbee 

Industrial Safet a particularly unusual job is begun Safety. New Zork, Nils -Erentice— naustria atety pa arly J gun. Hall, Inc., 1953. 

(Continued from page 42) 4, DeBloise, Lewis A. Industrial Safety 
. Organization. New York, N.Y.: Me- 

meeting. It should be used to CONCLUSION Graw-Hill Book Co., 1926. 

launch safety contests, present A single thread has been very 5, National Safety Council. Accident 
safety awards, introduce new carefully woven into this report Facts, 1964 edition. Chicago, IIL: 

equipment, announce changes in throughout its entire length. The National Safety Council, 1964. 

company safety policy, and an- thread is that industrial accidents 6. National Safety Council. Accident 
ia 7% y Preventi Mi L r Industrial 

nounce new safety records. This are preventable! How? By effec- reoention Manual for’ Industria 
: i — h ld be held ive saf ization! Why? Operations, 4th edition. Chicago, 

tvpe of meeting should be held at tive satety organization! Why? Be- Ill.: National Safety Council, 1959. 

least once a year. They can be cause every single year, America 7. Safety Maintenance. Vol 129, #1 

held in conjunction with other is suffering a needless loss of life (January 1965). 
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Caterpillar searches for uncommon quality... 

in people and products. 

What do you really know about Caterpillar? 

You think of Caterpillar as a yellow machine, the most modern in the world. 

crawling along a muddy road. That’s all? You’ve got to imagine engineers, too. 

Think again. Mechanical, chemical, industrial, metallur- 

Put 49,000 skilled people on that ma- gical, agricultural, electrical, civil. . . every 

chine. Add 16 manufacturing plants, in both kind of engineer good schools produce. 

hemispheres, to your image. Caterpillar has an important position for 

Still not close enough. all of them. 

Make that muddy road ten thousand You might check into Caterpillar leader- 

yoads. Mountainous. Jungle. Desert. Snow- ship in the world’s business community. We 

covered. Base camp bouncers in Africa. stood 48th on the latest list of ‘500 largest 

Nation spanners in South America. Hill- manufacturers,” and we’re one of the top 

and-dalers across Canada. Construction site five exporters in the United States. 

hair-raisers, so far beyond the reach of cities Ask your placement office for informa- 

that only the Cat representative bothers to tion on Caterpillar. Find out about some of 

describe them. the many contributions Cat research engi- 

Not one yellow machine. Thousands. neers have made in many more fields than 

Not one Cat representative. An army of earthmoving. 

them. And a world-wide network of parts Got it? There’s a scope of operations 

suppliers. here that makes Caterpillar a good place to 

You’ve got to think of design. Manu- put your life. If you agree, get in touch. We 

facturing. Sales. And research—an average certainly need what you have to offer! 

of $40 million a year, spent on research. 

(In 1964 it was $45 million). Big testing CAT E R Pl LLA R 

ground facilities. Technical centers, among Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co. 

“An Equal Opportunity Employer” 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., General Offices, Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Americas Co., Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Overseas S.A., Geneva + Caterpillar of Australia Pty. Ltd., 

Melbourne + Caterpillar Brasil S.A., Sao Paulo + Caterpillar Tractor Co., Ltd., Glasgow + Caterpillar of Canada Ltd., Toronto + Caterpillar France S.A., Grenoble + 

Caterpillar (Africa) (Pty.) Ltd., Johannesburg + Caterpillar Mexicana S.A. de C.V., Monterrey + Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan + Tractor Engineers Ltd., Bombay, India 
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at Delco Radio, Kokomo, Indiana 

e 

To Continue To Learn And Grow... 
. .. is a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio employes through the popular Tuition Refund Program. 

Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in- College graduates will find exciting and challenging 

ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded programs in the development of germanium and silicon 

and improved its managerial skills, research facilities, devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag- 

and scientific and engineering team. ing of semiconductor products, development of labora- 

At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications 

to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills and manufacturing engineering. 

through continued education. Toward this purpose, If your interests and qualifications lie in any of these 

Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed areas, you’re invited to write for our brochure detailing 

to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an the opportunities to share in forging the future of 

eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs of electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team. 

spare time courses studied at the university or college Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or 

level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 
offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu- Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, 
ate training programs are maintained through the off- Indiana. 

campus facilities of Purdue University and available to An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics @ 

f Wa \ Detco RaApio Division oF GENERAL MoTORS 

\X J KoKxomo, INDIANA 
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ad ee DENNY DAVIS, METALLURGICAL ENGINEER 
es MetE., '64, California State Polytechnic College 

bf 
LARRY ARENDAS, SALESMAN 
C.E., 63, Carnegie Institute of Technology 

pETHUEHEM 

Men on the move | _*é 

a atl, at Bethlehem Steel 
eee = 

. ar owe Mee a 
| | my rea | 

a op \: a Awad) Have you heard about all the opportunities for engineering 

j (in ) a amis and other technical graduates at Bethlehem Steel? You'll 

| Me ) ems find a great deal more information in our booklet, “Careers 

eS an with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” You can ob- 

sie) ali Ge Ge / tain a copy at your Placement Office, or drop a postcard py at y p4P 

( to Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 

, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 

LEE ROCKWOOD, MECHANICAL ENGINEER An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program 

M.E., '63, University of Massachusetts 

: : “— . . ‘ . sy AN _ 
i: <— S .~ gr oe « 

eu yy soe a Sy pe — ey 8 i+ wee \ 
| —o om, N se Petia A 2 |) 

BUY MTS Seca oe , ive, TT Ose 
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BILL EURLE, RESEARCH ENGINEER JIM XAVIER, PRODUCTION ENGINEER = os ee ao. sh 

E.E., 64, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Ch.E., 62, Villanova University [ ’ J > a . a aS | 

DAVE SPARKS, ASSISTANT TO SUPERINTENDENT, COAL MINE i. ao aj 

Min.E., 60, Ohio State University cL 4 
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There was this professor of ge- An EE we know spent $200 on a Ch. E. “What is the most beau- 
netics in Europe who tried to cure for halitosis and then found tiful thing in the world?” 
breed the perfect, peace-loving out that nobody liked him. M.E. “I say a beautiful woman 
race. He crossed a German with a 4K # is the most beautiful thing in the 
Frenchman and got a tall, blond . world.” 
machine-gunner_ who likes wine. Some years ago when the Wis- E. E. “I claim that sleep is the 
Not discouraged, he crossed a = Consin football team was playing most beautiful thing in the world.” gypsy with a Jew and got the Minnesota at Madison, the game C.E. “Yes, next to a beautiful 
owner of a chain of empty stores. Was hard fought and a number of woman, sleep is.” Better luck next time, Doc. penalties were called, most of them 

against the Badgers. Sitting directly re 4 
eo 8 6 back of us were four coeds, who Mary had a little calf— 

did not take kindly to these Wis- It was a shame to hide 
A guy called his girl one night — consin setbacks. After one 15-yard sat 1k "a ie ei : i snalty a coed d ded. “What's So Mary bought a little skirt and asked Got anything on for penalty, a coed demanded, hat’s With a slit up on the side. 

tonight it for this time? 
“Yes,” replied the chick, “and it’s “Illegal use of hands,” we told . @ oF 

staying on.” her. os E.E.: “Doc, I'm really in a bad 
“Wouldn’t you know it?” she way. I’m nervous all the time.” 

eas cried. “That’s Wisconsin for you Doctor: “How much do you 
everytime.” 2” 

The meek little bank clerk had y smoke? # » br sauna dh chnecce e 2 © E.E.: “Oh, about a pack a day. his suspicions. One day he left Doctor: “Hm—_D. " 
work early and, sure enough, at It’s hard to keep a good girl late?” rm ro, (yOu stay Up . ; - tevin. ? home he found a strange hat and down—but fun trying. EE: “No,.Pen usually ta bed By 
umbrella in the hallway and his oe # ten.” 
wife was on the couch in the living . . en, “ | 
room in the arms of another man. k Nice old es mi or ” dip ae Well, howammuch doryou + now you shouldn iy Md fee sevens, in Maced Es “Oh, 1 dot know p apped pe i Sweet Young Thing: “Oh, it’s all Doctor: “A half pint—a pint?” snapped it in two across his knee. . E 5 EE. “Heck D I spill that “There!” he exclaimed. “Now I _ “ight really. It’s not gambling. You ipa: c joc, I spi al 
hope it rains!” see, we get our clothes back.” much. 

* e + . . * 
eo oe 

‘, ¢ ic 9 2 
Papa Stork: “I surely had a busy What is purple and Hums! wy: : : sa A transistorized Grape. Judge: “Did you say this man day. I delivered 152 babies. . os os ? ef What is purple and doesn’t hum? stole your money out of your stock- Mama Stork: “Yeah, me too. I ees . isos : . ti A transistorized grape built for ing? delivered 145 babies. an WE. lab 

Gal: “Yes, your honor.” Kid Stork: “Well, I can’t deliver 9" 0" 
Judge: “Well why didn’t you put babies like you grownups can, but "PP 8 

up a fight?” I did have fun today scaring the Limbo dancing was invented by 
Gal: “I didn’t know he was after hell out of a couple of college a Scotsman trying to enter a pay 

my money.” kids.” toilet. 
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/ wants two kinds of mechanical engineers 

4. burning with ambition to reach manager’s status 2. able to hold a manager’s job in time but sure he 

as soon as possible wouldn’t like it 

a Bae: a Pr ( 
“ | f C _ 3 ie é ; 
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¢ College grade-point average on the high side in e College grade-point average on the high side in 

technical subjects technical subjects 

Secretly admitted to self at certain point in undergraduate career Why not? The subjects were intrinsically interesting, and most 

that the scholar’s way of life is for other people bur smart enough of the professors proved to have a clear understanding of them. 

to have kept secret from the professors who are, after all, scholars 

Diploma in, secret out. 

e Seeks prosperous, highly diversified employer e Seeks prosperous, highly diversified employer 

Competitive personality who wants to play on a strong, long- To practice modern mechanical enginecring—this is not 1936— 

lasting team in the big leagues. one needs scope, contacts, and resources. 

e Unafraid of choices and changes e Unafraid of choices and changes 

With a mechanical engineering background, we might find him With a mechanical engineering background, he might choose to 

adept at keeping a troupe of welders happy on a new petro- take a high leap over the interdisciplinary wall into solid state 

chemical project, or designing a new type of machine for the physics, pull some excessively generalized equations out of a 

lithographic industry, or organizing a small laser-manufacturing journal that others on the circulation list quickly glance at and 

department, or operating a large magnetic tape plant, or profit- pass along. Six months later he may have a new composition of 

ably piloting one of the world’s major industrial corporations. matter on board a ship bucking the solar wind to Mars, 

What is said here about mechanical engincers is equally applicable to chemical 

engineers and electrical engineers. Our expansion rate now demands technical 

people who, at the one extreme, are still fresh from the classroom with its 

benefits and, at the other, have had ten years of practice in their professions and 

are now ready to scicct a lifetime employer. We offer a choice of three communi- 

ties: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex. We carnestly 

solicit serious and honest self-descriptions addressed to: 

Business and Technical Personnel Department/Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer.
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SIX G-E J93 ENGINES push USAF XB-70 to MACH 3. 
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JACK WADDEY, Auburn U., 1965, translates PAUL HENRY is assigned to design and analysis ANDY O'KEEFE, Villanova U., BSEE, 1965, Manu- . 
customer requirements into aircraft elec- of compressor components for G.E.’s Large facturing Training Program, works on fabrica- 
trical systems on a Technical Marketing Jet Engine Dept. He holds a BSME from the tions for large jet engines at LJED, Evendale, 
Program assignment at Specialty Control Dept. University of Cincinnati, 1964. Ohio. 

A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC 

Achieving Thrust for Mach 3 

When the North American Aviation XB-70 established a mile- in jet power since the beginning of propellerless flight has 
stone by achieving Mach 3 flight, it was powered by six made us one of the world’s leading suppliers of these prime 
General Electric J93 jet engines. That flight was the high movers. This is typical of the fast-paced technical challenge 
point of two decades of G-E leadership in jet power that you'll find in any of G.E.’s 120 decentralized product opera- 
began when America’s first jet plane was flown in 1942. In tions. To define your career interest at General Electric, 
addition to the 30,000-pound thrust J93’s, the XB-70 carries a talk with your placement officer, or write us now. Section 
unique, 240-kva electrical system that supplies all on-board 699-16, Schenectady, N.Y. 12305. An Equal Opportunity Em- 
power needs—designed by G-E engineers. The challenge of ployer. 
advanced flight propulsion promises even more opportunity 
at G.E. GETF39 engines will help the new USAF C-5A fly more Progress /s Our Most Important Product 
payload than any other aircraft in the world; the Mach 3 

GE4/J5 is designed to deliver 50,000-pound thrust for a U.S. 
Supersonic Transport (SST). General Electric’s involvement G E N E R A L E LE CT R ] C 
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